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editorial note

The Wellek Library Lectures in Critical Theory are given annually at the
University of California, Irvine, under the auspices of the Critical Theory
Institute. The following lectures were given in May 2006
the critical theory institute

John H. Smith, Director
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introduction

l i k e m o s t n e w y o r k e r s who were in the city on September 11,
2001, I encountered the events of that day largely through the media,
through the pall of smoke that hung over the south of the island,
and through the emotion infusing the conversation and demeanor
of ordinary Americans. For many Muslims living in the United States,
September 11 was the beginning of a long period of anxiety, during
which they found themselves associated, occasionally explicitly but
more often implicitly, with terrorism.1 For many non-Muslims in
the United States, Western Europe, and Israel, the suicide bomber
quickly became the icon of an Islamic “culture of death.”2 This led
me to try to think in a sustained way about the contemporary mode
of violence that is described by much of the Western media as “Islamic terrorism.” Is there, I asked myself, a religiously motivated terrorism? If so, how does it differ from other cruelties? What makes
its motivation—as opposed to the simple intent to kill—religious?
Where does it stand in relation to other forms of collective violence?
How is the image of the suicide bomber, bringing death to himself
and others, addressed by Christians and post-Christians? My questions, I stress, arose not primarily from ethical concerns but from
a curiosity about conceptual and material connections. Thinking
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about suicide bombing, in its banality and its horror, was for me a
way of opening up some modern assumptions about dying and killing. The general thought I have pursued is that however much we
try to distinguish between morally good and morally evil ways of
killing, our attempts are beset with contradictions, and these contradictions remain a fragile part of our modern subjectivity.
My focus on the United States and Israel in this book is deliberate. There is terrorism in other places, of course: Sri Lanka, India, Indonesia, Russia, to name only a few countries. And the United States
has long had its homegrown, institutionalized terror, although this
is not what people today remember when they refer to terrorism.3
Nevertheless, the idea of a war on terror is uniquely developed and
expressed in a particular place—the United States—and most of
the theorization about terrorism (and about just war) occurs there,
as well as in Europe and Israel. I am not interested in providing a
representative—let alone a comprehensive—survey of terrorism as
a unique phenomenon of our time. Put simply, I argue that the creation of terror and the perpetration of atrocities are aspects of militant action in the unequal world we inhabit, of our notions of what
is cruel and what is necessary, and of the emotions with which we
justify or condemn particular acts of death dealing.
The book itself has a simple structure. In the first chapter, I begin
by examining the “clash of civilizations” thesis that purports to explain contemporary Islamic jihadism as the essence of contemporary terrorism, and I argue against the kind of history that assumes
self-contained civilizations having fixed values. I then discuss the attempt by a distinguished philosopher to differentiate just war from
terrorism, and I speculate on the reasons for the prominence of a
public discourse on terror. Terrorism, I point out, is an epistemological object in modern society, something that calls for theorization
(what is terrorism?) as well as for practical information gathering
(how can one forestall this danger?). These two tasks are dependent
on each other. Terrorism, however, is more than the object of these
tasks. It is also an integral part of liberal subjectivities (the urge to
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defeat political terror, the fear of social vulnerability, the horror and
fascination with death and destruction), although terror itself is dismissed as being essentially part of a nonmodern, nonliberal culture.
In the second chapter, I look critically at a range of current explanations of suicide terrorism that are now being put forward, and I
question the preoccupation by writers on the subject with attributing distinctive motives (as opposed to the manifest intention to kill)
to perpetrators of suicide bombing. I say that motives in general are
more complicated than is popularly supposed and that the assumption that they are truths to be accessed is mistaken: the motives of
suicide bombers in particular are inevitably fictions that justify our
responses but that we cannot verify. I then move away from writers
attempting to explain the phenomenon of suicide bombings who
address larger questions of killing and dying in relation to politics.
Drawing on the history of ideas, I emphasize that although liberal
thought separates the idea of violence from the idea of politics, mortal violence is integral to liberalism as a political formation. More
significantly, I suggest that legitimate violence exercised in and
by the modern progressive state—including the liberal democratic
state—possesses a peculiar character that is absent in terrorist violence (absent not because of the latter’s virtue but because of the
former’s capability): a combination of cruelty and compassion that
sophisticated social institutions enable and encourage. In the third
and last chapter, I explore the idea of horror as a common reaction
to suicide and especially to suicide bombing. On the one hand, I turn
to anthropological writing to elaborate the notion that horror has to
do with the collapse of social and personal identity and thus with
the dissolution of form. On the other hand, I draw on some aspects
of Christian theology: the crucifixion is the most famous suicide in
history, whose horror is transmuted into the project of redeeming
universal humanity—again, through a combination of cruelty and
compassion. This is the most speculative part of the book, but it is
essential to the layered account I finally offer of what horror at suicide bombing consists in.
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A brief warning against a possible misreading of this book: I do
not plead that terrorist atrocities may sometimes be morally justified. I am simply impressed by the fact that modern states are able
to destroy and disrupt life more easily and on a much grander scale
than ever before and that terrorists cannot reach this capability. I
am also struck by the ingenuity with which so many politicians,
public intellectuals, and journalists provide moral justifications for
killing and demeaning other human beings. What seems to matter is not the killing and dehumanization as such but how one kills
and with what motive. People at all times have, of course, justified
the killing of so-called enemies and others they deem not deserving to live. The only difference is that today liberals who engage in
this justification think they are different because morally advanced.
That very thought has social implications, and it is therefore that
thought that makes a real difference. Liberal thought begins from
the notion that everyone has the absolute right to defend himself,
in the full knowledge that the idea of defense is subject to considerable interpretation, so that (for example) liberation from the oppressor in Iraq becomes part of defense for both the American occupier
and the insurgency. Many liberals also believe that people have a
moral obligation to attack evil, either in order to redeem themselves
or to redeem others who cannot do so for themselves. The notion of
evil is not conceived of as a principle essential to the world—as in
Manichaean and Zoroastrian teaching—but as a dynamic principle
that opposes divine will and is therefore eliminable. Consequently,
it is resistance to that will that defines evil, and all virtuous men
are urged to overcome it at any cost. (According to Christian belief,
Christ triumphed over evil, God reconciled the world to himself, by
the crucifixion.)4 Fighting evil is, of course, an old justification, but
it often finds new formulations today. I do not mean by this that today’s modern world is, as many hold, simply an unfolding of Christianity. In my view there are continuities and also crucial ruptures
between secular modernity and its past.
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Finally, this book does not pretend to offer solutions to moral dilemmas about institutionalized violence. It makes no case for accepting some kinds of cruelty as opposed to others. Its hope, rather,
is to disturb the reader sufficiently that he or she will be able to take
a distance from the complacent public discourse that prepackages
moral responses to terrorism, war, and suicide bombing.

The following chapters were first given as the Wellek Library lectures
at the University of California, Irvine, on May 15–17, 2006. I am grateful to the Institute for Critical Theory for inviting me to deliver them,
to the audience for their questions and comments, and especially to
John H. Smith, Director of the Institute, for his hospitality. My thanks
also to other members of the Institute—especially Gabriela Schwab,
Inderpal Grewal, and Bill Maurer, who welcomed me generously. A
number of friends and colleagues have offered helpful comments on
various drafts: Hussein Agrama, Partha Chatterjee, Veena Das, Maria
Pia Di Bella, Abou Farman, Jeffrey Goldfarb, Baber Johansen, Mahmood Mamdani, Tomaz Mastnak, Keith Nield, Gyan Pandey, David
Scott, Mohammed Tabishat, and David Wolton. None of them, of
course, is responsible for the opinions I have expressed here.
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o n t h e e v e n i n g of the attack on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon, President Bush made a statement in his address to the
nation:
Good evening. Today, our fellow citizens, our way of life, our very
freedom came under attack in a series of deliberate and deadly terrorist acts. The victims were in airplanes, or in their offices; secretaries, businessmen and women, military and federal workers; moms
and dads, friends and neighbors. Thousands of lives were suddenly
ended by evil, despicable acts of terror. The pictures of airplanes flying
into buildings, fires burning, huge structures collapsing, have filled
us with disbelief, terrible sadness, and a quiet, unyielding anger. The
acts of mass murder were intended to frighten our nation into chaos
and retreat. But they have failed; our country is strong.1

The next day, Mr. Bush opened with another statement: “I have just
completed a meeting with my national security team, and we have
received the latest intelligence updates. The deliberate and deadly
attacks which were carried out yesterday against our country were
more than acts of terror. They were acts of war. This will require our
country to unite in steadfast determination and resolve.”2 Later, both
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the Bush administration and the U.S. media fixed on the phrase War
Against Terrorism (or Terror).
Many commentators asked why the deployment of organized violence against terrorism was being described as a war. Among those
skeptical of this usage was Alain Badiou, who made the obvious
point that in the past, when governments responded to terrorism—
especially in the context of colonialism—they spoke not of war but
of police action. Governments that had had to deal with the BaaderMeinhof group in Germany, the IRA in Britain, ETA in Spain, or the
Red Brigade in Italy, typically described their responses as “security measures” or “police actions,” rather than using the term “war.”
Badiou proposed that in its capacity as a world power the United
States had privileged war as the sign of its presence. From the beginning, he said, its political formation was achieved through a long
history of military encounters across the North American continent
and abroad.3
I want to take up the other half of the question, however: why is
the term “terrorism” so prominent today when talking about certain
kinds of contemporary violence—not only in the United States but
also in Europe, Israel, and other parts of the world? One suggestion
has been that the previous violent groups in Europe were all operating
within the framework of the nation-state and were therefore insiders; the present adversaries (Muslim terrorists) are outsiders—even
when they are citizens of the liberal democratic state or inhabitants
of its governed territories. On the other hand, however reprehensible
it was to liberals, the violence of Marxists and nationalists was understandable in terms of progressive, secular history. The violence
of Islamic groups, on the other hand, is incomprehensible to many
precisely because it is not embedded in a historical narrative—history in the “proper” sense. As the violence of what is often referred to
as a totalitarian religious tradition hostile to democratic politics, it is
seen to be irrational as well as being an international threat.
The last written statements of the leading attacker against the
World Trade Center apparently contained Islamic themes. Religion
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was therefore a favorite explanation of what had happened, and the
stream of articles and television programs grew, claiming to lay bare
the Islamic roots of terrorism. The religious ideology behind terror_
ism that virtually everyone would come to hear about was jihad, described by university professors and journalists as the Islamic concept of holy war against the infidel. The Anglo-American orientalist
Bernard Lewis popularized this view as a “clash of civilizations.” In
the first, conquering phase of Islamic history—wrote Lewis—the or_
ganized violence called jihad was a culturally distinctive expression
of Muslim intolerance and arrogance towards non-Muslims. Subsequently, with the decline of Islamic civilization and the triumph of
the West, Islamist violence came to represent a fanatical resentment
against modernity. Many commentators who have followed this line
of thought have insisted that unless and until the Islamic world is
radically reformed, the extreme danger of terrorism in our so-called
age of jihadism will remain.
Yet another—more complicated—story can be told, one that
doesn’t lend itself so easily to the popular drama of a clash of civilizations.
It is rarely noted in polemical accounts that for many centuries
after the early conquests the majority of the populations in countries with Muslim rulers remained Christian, active as such in many
spheres of public life, and that therefore public institutions and
practices in the early Muslim empire were largely continuous with
the Christian societies it incorporated. Indeed, in crucial respects,
the Islamic empire was the inheritor of Byzantium, and the histories
of both sides of the Mediterranean have always been intertwined
through the exchange of ideas, practices, and commodities. It is
true that in the earlier centuries Muslim armies penetrated Christian lands, but at first the European Christians did not regard the
battles between themselves and Muslims as expressions of a cosmic struggle between good and evil.4 It was only with the Crusades
that the papacy promoted the ideology of a unified Christendom at
war with a unified Islam. These were the first militant incursions of
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European Christians into Muslim lands, and some centuries later
they culminated in the great European empires of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. The histories of Europe and Islam cannot
be completely separated.
The trouble with the clash of civilizations talk is not simply that
it ignores a rich history of mutual borrowings and continuous interactions among Christians, Jews, and Muslims. It is that the very
identity of a people as European (or Islamic) depends on the definition of a selective civilizational heritage of which most of the people
to whom it is attributed are in fact almost completely ignorant—a
heritage with which even individual members of the elite (the civilization’s guardians) are only incompletely familiar. This legitimizes
the internal inequality of those embraced by the civilization as well
as their difference from other peoples. In other words, it is not simply that a heritage is invariably selective; it is that the people are
defined by the civilization that is supposed to be their heritage. And
yet, sociologically, the people who are said to belong to that civilization are highly differentiated by class and region and gender.
All histories are selective, of course, but what they leave out and
how they interpret what they select are more interesting than the
mere fact of selection. Thus when polemicists speak of Christianity
as the essential core of Western civilization—or the origin of modern democracy—they do not have in mind the Orthodox churches
of Eastern Europe or the ancient Christian congregations of the
Middle East. And yet central doctrines of Christianity (the Trinity,
Atonement, etc.) as well as major institutions (monasticism) first
emerged there and not in Latin Christendom. This leaves it unclear
as to whether talk about Christianity as the essential midwife of our
modern secular world (“the point where, thanks to religion, a society
with no further need for religion arises,” as Marcel Gauchet puts it)5
is to be understood as a theological argument or a sociological one.
_
In Western histories of Islam, jihad has been a central theme, al_
though in Islamic thought jihad is not a central notion. Nevertheless, it has been compared by Western historians to the medieval
10
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Christian concept of the Crusade. The only difference, we are given
to understand, is that while the Crusade is no longer part of Western
_
modernity, jihad is integral to an Islamic civilization that is largely
rooted in religion. But the differences are more complicated than
this civilizational contrast would suggest. To begin with, the theory
and practice of the Crusade were closely connected with the rise of
the papal monarchy (and afterward with the sacralization of territorially based kingship), and there is no parallel story for the Muslim
_
world in the case of jihad. The Arabic word for “holy,” muqaddas, is
never applied to “war,” harb, in the classical texts. And because there
has never been a centralized theological authority in the Islamic
world, there was never a consensus about the virtue of religious
warfare. Thus in the first two centuries of Islamic history jurists residing close to the revered sites of Islam (in Mecca and Medina) had
a different view from those who lived in Damascus and Baghdad,
the successive imperial capitals. The former maintained that the
_
pursuit of jihad (and even stationing oneself in military camps at
the frontier far from the original centers of Islam) was not an obligatory duty for all Muslims, that there was merely a requirement that
some Muslims undertake the defense of Islamic territory, and that
in any case other religious acts had greater merit. In later centuries
_
the legal theory of jihad came to be articulated in the context of a
_
_
_
distinction between dar ul-harb (the domain of war) and dar ul-Islam
_
(the domain of peace) making jihad appropriate only to the former.
Of course, this theory didn’t prevent Muslim rulers from waging
war on one another in the domain of peace or from making treaties
with Christian neighbors. Muslims fought Muslims, sometimes with
Christian allies. But legal categories other than the ones I have mentioned were employed to legitimize or condemn such conflicts.
Islamic debates on this subject, in which jurists belonging to the
different schools engaged one another, evolved in complex relation
to historical events. The legal ideas put forward in these arguments
cannot be reduced to the simple doctrinal binary (unremitting
distance from and hostility toward all non-Muslims, unqualified
11
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solidarity among and loyalty to all Muslims) that recent polemical
writing in the West has made familiar. From very early on, another
_
juridical category was established, called dar ul-‘ahd (the domain of
treaties), that allowed for peaceful trade and social intercourse between Muslim and non-Muslim territories. Most premodern Islamic
jurists ruled that it was fully permissible according to the sharı̄’a (the
religious law) for Muslims to live as subjects to a Christian prince (as
in Spain), so long as they were able to practice Islam openly. The Ottoman Empire alone made a succession of treaties with Christian
powers over the centuries that allowed European merchants to establish themselves within imperial lands with extraterritorial privileges. (The social situation of ordinary non-Muslim subjects within
Muslim-majority countries varied at different times and in different
places, but in general it tended to worsen when outsiders attacked
Muslims.)6

_
In colonial times, a further reformulation of the doctrine of jihad

took place: Muslims living under a non-Muslim government (and
_
_
therefore technically in dar ul-harb) were not to undertake jihad as
long as they were able to practice Islam and allowed to maintain
its central institutions. Nevertheless, Muslim rebels against colonial
_
regimes sometimes invoked jihad, and in recent years militant Is_
lamists have raised jihad to the level of an individual religious duty
(fard al-‘ayn). But such usages have not had the support of most Mus_
lim jurists, for the legal preconditions of jihad—it has been argued
by Muslim scholars—must include both the presence of a genuine
threat to Islam and the likelihood of success in opposing it. Terms
_
_
_
_
like jihad, dar ul-harb and dar ul-Islam are therefore not parts of a
transhistorical worldview; they belong to an elaborate politicaltheological vocabulary in which jurists, men of religious learning,
and modernist reformers debated and polemicized in response to
varying circumstances.
In brief, there is no such thing as a clash of civilizations because
there are no self-contained societies to which fixed civilizational
values correspond. On the contrary, the penetration of European
12
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economic, political, and ideological powers in the Middle East—especially since the beginning of the nineteenth century—led to many
practices being changed. European states conducted their strategic
and commercial rivalries throughout the lands of a weakened—and
eventually a broken-up—Ottoman Empire, building and controlling
transport systems (the Suez Canal being the most important), promising and establishing a national home in Palestine to the Jews, dividing up the Middle East into mandates and spheres of influence,
making unequal treaties with sovereign Arab polities, exploiting petroleum resources, and so forth. The United States has simply continued in this interventionist tradition with its own strategic and
economic interests in the Middle East and has invoked new justifications for intervention in the present.
My concern, I stress, is not to find culprits but to point to a few of
the complicated connections that give us a better picture of contemporary problems in the area that Europeans first called the Middle
East. Thus Saddam’s cruelties were certainly his own, but the fact
that the United States supplied him with vital military intelligence
in his aggressive war against Iran and the Europeans helped him
manufacture chemical weapons that he used against Iranians as
well as Iraqi Kurds complicates the question of culpability—if culpability is to be assigned. Although the French support for the Algerian
coup that suppressed the FIS after its electoral victories in 1991 did
not determine the subsequent massacres, their support is not unconnected with what followed. Similarly, although the brutalities of
the Islamic Republic of Iran are not caused by Western states, the
regime’s emergence is not unrelated to the CIA coup (supported by
Britain) that inaugurated the dictatorship of the shah in the 1950s.
And again, Mubarak’s political repression and use of torture are not,
of course, dictated by U.S. imperialism (although the Bush administration has made use of this skill by proxy), but the war against
terror has certainly supplied him and other regimes in the region
with greater justification for cruelty. As George Packer so nicely put
it in his interesting essay on liberal internationalism: “How can the
13
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U.S. fight jihadism without supporting dictatorships?”7 In the case
of Iraq, however, the United States decided to destroy a dictatorship
and dismantle a state for its own reasons. No person who has followed the ensuing events can doubt that the rise in jihadism and
the vicious sectarian killings are closely connected with the U.S. invasion and occupation.
In a densely interconnected world—more so than ever before—it
is not sensible, in my view, to talk about the overriding need for reform in so-called Islamic civilization without at the same time reappraising the attitudes, institutions, and policies in Western countries. Clearly, if reform is needed in Muslim-majority countries—and
reform is certainly being demanded by their populations—it is
needed no less in Europe and the United States, not least in the many
ways that their policies impinge on the Middle East. Yet the idea of autonomous civilizations is difficult to shake.
It is in this connection that one might turn to Richard Rorty’s
recent worry.8 Another major attack by terrorists in the West, he
fears, would probably spell the end of historical democracy there:
“The measures [Western] governments will consider it necessary
to impose are likely to bring about the end of many of the sociopolitical institutions that emerged in Europe and North America in
the two centuries since the bourgeois revolutions.” The connection
between external violence and the sociopolitical institutions internal to Western democracy is, however, more complicated than Rorty
suggests here. Long ago, Max Weber observed that European forms
of freedom and democracy were made possible in part by the forcible expansion of the West over many centuries into the non-European world—and in spite of the simultaneous growth of a standardizing capitalism. This led him to fear that the ending of the West’s
territorial expansion in which the drive for freedom was deeply
embedded would seriously compromise its democracy.9 Weber did
not, of course, foresee the spread of neoliberal capitalism around
the globe—largely through the activities of financial institutions internal to today’s Western democracy (the IMF, the World Bank, the
14
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U.S. Treasury)—nor its fearful consequences in growing economic
inequality and political instability compounded by global warming
(aggravated if not caused by disproportionate energy use in the rich,
industrially advanced countries). He could not anticipate the serious
population dislocation and political instability in the poorer south
that now encourage waves of illegal migration toward the north or
the alarm and compassion that this would generate in Euro-American countries, leading to repeated calls for further military intervention in the south—to restore political order, to provide humanitarian
aid, to punish so-called rogue regimes, to secure energy resources.
At any rate, the implications of these tasks for Western democracy
are at least as serious as the activities of terrorists, and both together
inhabit a space of violence that is far more inclusive than Rorty’s
account suggests. If Weber’s account of Western democracy is at all
valid (and I am persuaded that it is), then what one finds is a shift
in which the violence that yesterday facilitated freedom at home is
today facilitating a creeping unfreedom. I stress that my concern
here is not to blame the West but to substitute the idea of a historical
space in which violence circulates, in which our wider aims are too
often undermined by our own actions, for the simple agentive model
that many commentators employ, in which rational democrats in
the West react defensively to destructive terrorists from the East.

Critics who argue that the language of the clash of civilizations facilitates the discourse on terrorism are right. But the question remains: why is the term “terrorism” so prominent today? Before attempting an answer to this question, it is necessary to ask another:
How is the difference between terrorism and war defined in contemporary public discourse? I begin by looking at some arguments
by an eminent political philosopher who has tried to answer this
question: Michael Walzer.10 His most recent book on the distinction
between kinds of political killing, Arguing About War, is addressed to
a wide, educated audience.
15
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Walzer takes it as unproblematic that war is a legal activity when
it fulfills certain conditions (e.g., self-defense or fulfilling a treaty
obligation toward a state that is attacked). He affirms existing international law (the law of force) that legitimizes certain types of
violence and stigmatizes others—even as domestic law does within
national boundaries. This immediately makes it quite clear what
terrorism is for Walzer: terrorism is not only illegal and therefore
morally worse than killing in war; it is worse even than the crime
of murder. “This, then,” he writes, “is the peculiar evil of terrorism—
not only the killing of innocent people but also the intrusion of fear
into everyday life, the violation of private purposes, the insecurity of
public spaces, the endless coerciveness of precaution.”11 For Walzer,
of course, it is not merely the deliberate creation of fear for political
purposes that defines terrorism; the killing of innocents is a necessary (though not a sufficient) criterion. What Walzer condemns in
war is excess and in terrorism its essence. States kill, too, of course,
although they claim to kill only legitimately. But whether states, unlike terrorists, kill only those who are legitimately killable is partly
what the rules of war address.
Walzer doesn’t approve of generals who win by ruthless means:
“In all times, and in conventional as well as political wars, we ought
to require of officers that they attend to the value of civilian lives,
and we should refuse to honor officers who fail to do that” (p. 31).
Yet, in common with many who have written on this topic, Walzer
pays no attention to a curious contradiction at the heart of the liberal West’s culture of war to which I shall return later: on the one
hand, the state’s need to legitimize organized violence against a collective enemy (including civilians) and, on the other, the humanitarian desire to save human lives.12 To “attend to the value of civilian
lives” is more ambiguous than appears at first sight.
It is in this context that Walzer argues for the limited character of
the humanitarian principle, for overlooking it in the event of a supreme emergency: “There are moments when the rules can be and
perhaps have to be overridden. They have to be overridden precisely
16
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because they have not been suspended. And overriding the rules
leaves guilt behind, as a recognition of the enormity of what we
have done and a commitment not to make our actions into an easy
precedent for the future” (p. 34). Now Walzer does not say so, but
there is no reason why, in the war against terrorism, this permission
cannot cover the use of torture against presumed terrorist captives,
on the grounds that, however reprehensible it may be to liberal sensibilities, the extraction of information from the enemy by breaking
humanitarian rules is vital to the conduct of such a war.
Like Bernard Lewis, Michael Walzer believes that the cause of terrorism is the failure of Muslim countries to modernize, a failure that
explains the scapegoating of the United States and Israel by Muslim
immigrants in Western countries and also the spawning of highly
dangerous conspiracies among them: “The important battle against
terror is being waged right here,” he warns, “and in Britain and Germany and Spain, and in other countries of the Arab and Islamic diaspora” (p. 138). Walzer does not discuss what kind of politics might
be called for in a time of global crisis and instead supports an extension of the battle against terror into immigrant communities as a
priority, making the liberal assumption (which I discuss in my second chapter) that the problem of politics is radically separate from
the problem of violence and that it is the primary task of the state
to exclude violence from the arena of politics and confine it to the
domain of war.
But Walzer wants to reassure his readers. He proposes that a public transgression in the domain of war should (will?) be accompanied
by a sense of remorse and that when this happens, the feelings of
guilt about what has been done may make it more difficult to repeat
that transgression in the future. In this context, guilt is regarded as
a sign of grace. The moral drama in which this redemption is played
out is familiar to existential philosophy. “A morally strong leader,”
writes Walzer, “is someone who understands why it is wrong to kill
the innocent and refuses to do so, refuses again and again, until the
heavens are about to fall. And then he becomes a moral criminal
17
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(like Albert Camus’s ‘just assassin’) who knows that he can’t do what
he has to do—and finally does” (p. 45). How should one understand
this tale? Certainly, the leader who has to act like a criminal a second time may do so with a bad conscience, and in greater anguish
than before. That is what makes him a “morally strong” leader. If he
killed the innocent without a flicker of conscience, he would simply
be an immoral criminal. Now, for a Christian who kills unjustly in
war, there is the theory of atonement that presupposes a life after
death; for a subject who kills unjustly in peace, there is the theory
of punishment that presupposes state law. When Walzer speaks of
guilt in the context of “a morally strong leader” at war, it is unlikely
that he has either of these theories in mind. Guilt here is not a legal
judgment but a sensibility.
The morally strong leader can turn, when necessary, to what
Walzer calls “emergency ethics.” “This is the essential feature
of emergency ethics: that we recognize at the same time the evil
we oppose and the evil we do, and that we set ourselves, so far as
possible, against both” (p. 49). What exactly Walzer intends by the
phrase “so far as possible” is not clear. Perhaps it is a vague sense
that in a war against an unjust enemy, one cannot condemn the
use of any available weapon as strongly as one condemns the evil
that confronts one without risking a wrong choice. But if the phrase
“as far as possible” is intended to nudge the just warrior in the right
direction, isn’t Walzer’s claim about the equal rejection of two evils
brought into question? If the moral scruple he endorses must never
be strong enough to inhibit successfully the use of evil means when
necessary, is there any need for it to be present at all?
What is it precisely that allows the leaders of a political community to confront a potential evil by doing evil? According to Walzer,
it is the protection of the community itself. “Not, I want to stress, of
the state,” he observes, “the state is nothing more than an instrument of the community, a particular structure for organizing collective action that can always be replaced by some other structure. The
political community (the community of faith too) can’t be similarly
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replaced. It consists of men, women, and children living in a certain way, its replacement would require either the elimination of
the people or the coercive transformation of their way of life. Neither of
these actions is morally acceptable” (p. 49, my emphasis). In those
situations, says Walzer, we may act immorally—but “only at the last
minute and under absolute necessity” (p. 50). I’ll return shortly to
this idea, but first I want to ask whether the license to kill can be
separated so casually from the state. The modern state is not, after
all, simply an instrument of the community. It is an autonomous
structure that regulates, represents, and protects a community of
citizens. The state authorizes the killing of human beings, demands
the ultimate sacrifice of its citizens when they are at war. It seeks to
maintain the correct demographic character and the desired territorial extent for the community that is its object.
Walzer’s virtual dismissal of the state at this point is curious because his overall argument is essentially state-oriented. Thus he insists that the militant who carries out acts of terror against civilians
is never faced by the “last resort” and he is therefore not coerced. It
is precisely a quality of the terrorist that he moves precipitately to
death dealing as a political means. “It is not so easy to reach the ‘last
resort,’ ” says Walzer. “To get there one must indeed try everything
(which is a lot of things) and not just once. . . Politics is the art of
repetition” (p. 53). But then why doesn’t this observation apply to
the state that launches a war? In the case of war, Walzer is reluctant
to apply the stringent conditions he imposes on the militant. He
pleads that by demanding that war be declared only as a last resort,
one is in effect making it impossible to declare war, because “we can
never reach lastness, or we can never know that we have reached it.
There is always something else to do: another diplomatic note, another United Nations resolution, another meeting” (p. 88). Walzer is
right. But how does this plea for decisiveness on the part of the state
on the verge of war relate to his strictures against terrorist violence
on the grounds that the would-be terrorist can never claim to have
reached the limit? Is it plausible to assume—as Walzer evidently
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does—that the possibility of liberal politics is always a given? Thus
the recently elected Hamas government in occupied Palestine will
not be allowed by the United States, Israel, and the European Union
to practice “the art of repetition,” and the reason given for this is not
that Hamas does not recognize democratic politics but that it does
not recognize Israel.
Unlike Walzer, I am not interested here in the question, “When
are particular acts of violence to be condemned as evil, and what are
the moral limits to justified counterviolence?” I am trying to think
instead about the following question: “What does the adoption of
particular definitions of death dealing do to military conduct in the
world?” For example, if state killing is authorized on the basis of
due proportionality and military necessity (as humanitarian law requires of conduct in war), and if the question of what is proportional
or necessary cannot be determined without regard to overall war
aims as well as military strategy (there are always war aims in every
war), every kind of forceful means can be—and is—used in war on
that basis, including the destruction of civilians and the terrorizing
of entire populations.
International law specialist David Kennedy has written a searching study of the ways in which humanitarian policy making blends
into the strategic logic of warfare—although he remains, in the end,
surprisingly optimistic. At one point, speaking of state violence, he
observes:
We can easily call to mind historical examples of “wanton violence”
in war. And of course they have sometimes been sanctioned by military leadership. But rare is the commander who orders “unnecessary”
“wanton violence” “disproportional” to any legitimate military objective. Far more often the tactics employed by other forces will seem excessive. The vocabulary in which this charge is made, and defended,
is the vocabulary of humanitarian law. Indeed, whatever tactics seem
extreme—carpet bombing, siege, nuclear first use, suicide bombing, terrorizing the civilian population—the condemnation and the
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defense seem to converge on the vocabulary of necessity, proportionality, and so forth. Think of Hiroshima.13

Kennedy is right about the humanitarian vocabulary of necessity,
proportionality, and humanity that is now commonly used in arguments over particular events in war in the attempt to subject
military conduct to transcendent rules. But it is worth bearing in
mind that terrorists themselves often talk about what they do in
the language of necessity and humanity. The Red Brigades in 1970s
Italy, for example, mirrored the judicial authority of the state and
challenged its monopoly of violence, trying kidnapped victims for
crimes against the people and then executing them. Such acts not
only transcend the limits of (state) law in the name of revolutionary justice, they do so by explicitly invoking a wider humanity. Thus
when the Italian prime minister was kidnapped and killed, the incident was described by a Red Brigade ideologist as “the highest act of
humanity possible in this class-divided society”14 and therefore as
necessary. The ruthlessness of terrorists often matches the effects
achieved in the strategic strikes made by state armies, even when
the latter use the language of humanitarian law in which a liberating or self-defensive purpose can be claimed.
Pointing out that the new law of force is a field of argument rather
than a set of absolute rules (e.g., civilians must not be harmed), Kennedy suggests that the consequent flexibility makes for an advance
on the previous position. I would suggest, however, that the sense
that this constitutes an advance may be connected to the increased
importance given to the sovereignty of individual conscience in this
matter. Law is always a matter of argument because it requires interpretation, but here emphasis is placed not so much on what the
military commander does (which is comparatively easy to determine
in relation to absolute rules) but on what he has judged necessary and
then chosen to do, an interpretive process that lies at the heart of
modern ethics. And yet what matters primarily here is not a vocabulary of moral argument or the conscience of the virtuous warrior but
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the existence of an independent institutional structure that has the
ability to set a legal process into motion and apply its legal verdict in
relation to conduct in war regardless of who is to be judged. But it is
a banal fact that powerful states are never held accountable to such
institutions, that only the weak and the defeated can be convicted
of war crimes and crimes against humanity.
Walzer is adamant that, unlike the aerial bombing of German civilians during World War II, suicide bombing is terrorism and that,
as terrorism, it is an evil in need not of analysis and understanding
but of moral condemnation and firm practical response. Particular
wars may be unjustly declared, wars may sometimes use immoral
means and be concluded in a vindictive way, but wars as such are
not in principle immoral. Terrorism, on the other hand, is always
and in principle evil. Thus the definition of war and terrorism as opposites makes it possible to speak of a war on terror and to assume
that the state can conduct itself freely toward the terrorist precisely
because he does not respect the law.
Walzer’s fundamental concern throughout his book is to articulate and clarify his moral intuitions rather than to question and
analyze them. Thus he believes that terrorist operations in Israel are
a product of evil (exactly like those of al-Qaeda against the West)
because they are part of the Palestinian war to destroy a sovereign
political community. The assaults of the Israeli army and airforce
in the West Bank and Gaza are therefore to be seen as preemptive
self-defense and thus in principle as just war. Walzer’s account of
the Palestine/Israel conflict provides, I think, a central example of
how some liberal intellectuals conceive of the difference between
war and terrorism. The century-long history of the conflict (expansion on the one side, dispossession on the other) is set aside, and attention is directed instead at present feelings. “For all their military
strength, Israelis feel terribly vulnerable” (p. 108), Walzer observes,
whereas “for the Palestinians, the years of occupation have been [felt
as] years of disgrace” (p. 107). Walzer doesn’t hesitate to convey his
own feelings about the settlements that he thinks make peace with
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Palestinians difficult: “the [Jewish] settler movement is the functional equivalent of the [Palestinian] terrorist organizations. I hasten to
add that it is not the moral equivalent. The settlers are not murderers,
even if there are a number of terrorists among them” (p. 119, italics
in original). The haste and emphasis with which this point is made
reveals some of the feelings behind the notion of terrorism: proud
identification with a flourishing political community—a liberal democracy—and with its military and economic successes and a fear
for its safety. What this rhetorical move does, of course, is to prohibit the use of the appellation “terrorist” for the Israeli settlers and
to invest the Israeli army with the aura of defenders engaged in a
just war against Palestinian terrorists.
This is made formally explicit in Walzer’s classification of the
conflict into four concurrent wars: “The first is a Palestinian war to
destroy the state of Israel. The second is a Palestinian war to create
an independent state alongside Israel, ending the occupation of the
West Bank and Gaza. The third is an Israeli war for the security of
Israel within the 1967 borders. The fourth is an Israeli war for Greater Israel, for the settlements and the occupied territories” (p. 113).
This simple classification presents readers with a balance between
the two sides—terrorists/extremists on one side and protagonists of
just war on the other—a political and moral equivalence between
occupier and occupied. One can recount the story of conflict in a
different way, however: there is a single unequal struggle (not four
wars) stretching over at least sixty years in which each side has pursued different strategies and rhetoric at different times that have
not met with equal success. Thus the distinction between the third
“war” (for the settlements) and the fourth (for the security of Israel)
is not as clear-cut as Walzer’s classification suggests, because, on
the one hand, virtually no significant Israeli political party is prepared to return conquered East Jerusalem and all its surrounding
settlements and, on the other hand, arguments for Israel’s security
are closely bound up with claims to large parts of occupied Palestine, which accounts for the widespread popularity in Israel of what
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is known there as “disengagement”—whose visible symbol is the
wall. It is not clear how far disengagement is related to a sense of
desperation and how far to a desire not to be seen to be ruling over a
non-Jewish majority, but it has certainly been successful in isolating
the Palestinian population geographically and politically.
What is evident is that the feeling of vulnerability among Israelis
and their supporters is not equivalent to the objective gains (territorial, military, economic, cultural, etc.) that the Jews have made in Palestine over a century. By this, I don’t mean to say that Israeli feelings
should be dismissed or that they are insignificant but simply that
the two are literally incomparable. Indeed, the reality of such feelings, their importance, must be recognized. How that feeling of vulnerability has been achieved is, of course, another matter, because it
is rooted not in an evaluation of contemporary Palestinian power but
in a collective trauma resulting from genocide—perpetrated against
Jews in Europe by European Christians. (But is there such a thing as
collective trauma? Or is there really only the traumatized condition
of several individuals represented down the generations as the experience of a unified nation?)15 It is also perhaps rooted in a suppressed
sense of guilt on the part of many liberal Israelis at the destruction
of Palestinian society wrought by the establishment of a Jewish state,
even if they justified this as historically necessary. After all, Walzer
himself proposed that when liberals act immorally in the conduct
of collective violence against enemies, this “leaves guilt behind, as
a recognition of the enormity of what we have done and a commitment not to make our actions into an easy precedent for the future.”
What he does not say, of course, is that the guilt may be accompanied by deep resentment against those whom one has wronged.
At any rate, it is evident that Walzer does not examine the detailed interconnections between power and the emotions but the
so-called rational principles by which present violence should be
morally judged. He is right: most settlers are not murderers. But
from a Palestinian perspective their existence as settlers isn’t independent of the Israeli government’s legal, administrative and mili24
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tary apparatuses, and that connection is what enables “the coercive
transformation” of the Palestinian “way of life.” I noted above that,
according to Walzer, a fatal threat to political community, whether
by ethnic cleansing or by “the coercive transformation of their way
of life,” could be the ground for engaging in otherwise morally unacceptable violence. Walzer, alas, fails to relate this ground for Palestinian militancy to his own argument.
In a review of the Spielberg film Munich published recently, Henry
Siegman tries to do what Walzer fails to do. He argues that the
bombings by Palestinian terrorists should be compared not with
the retaliatory strikes by the IDF but with “how Israelis acted during their struggle for independence and statehood.” Drawing on the
archival researches of the Israeli historian Benny Morris,16 Siegman
cites the widespread massacres of Palestinian civilians perpetrated
by the Irgun in the 1930s and by the IDF in 1948. “Of course,” writes
Siegman, “Israel’s resort to ethnic cleansing and the massacre of civilians in its War of Independence does not confer any legitimacy
on the morally indefensible atrocities committed by terrorists in the
Palestinians’ ongoing struggle for their independence,” but—he goes
on—it does expose the double standard of many commentators on
the subject.17 My reason for citing Siegman here is not polemical,
however. It is not his call for even-handedness that interests me but
his distinction between the violence integral to the founding of a
political community and the violence used to defend and extend
it—as in the military assaults by the IDF against Palestinians. I will
pursue later the point that at a profound level the familiar separation between permissible and impermissible violence is more problematic than it appears at first sight.
So, war is a legally sanctioned concept, and the hateful killing
perpetrated by unlicensed militants is not. And yet soldiers are
taught to hate the enemy they are required to kill; the fact of killing being legally sanctioned is an abstract irrelevance. In this regard, soldiers are no different from terrorists. Of course, the latter
are often militarily incompetent, not to say politically infantile, but
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that’s not what is held against terrorism by state apologists, for the
use of terror as such is not always inept: think of the firebombing
of German and Japanese cities in World War II—in which hundreds
of thousands of civilian men, women, and children were terrified
and slaughtered—that accomplished exactly what it was designed
to do.18 What I want to stress is simply this: the sincerity of the terrorist’s conscience, of the excuses he makes, is of no significance in
the categorization of his action; the military commander’s sincere
conscience, on the other hand, may be crucial to the difference between an unfortunate necessity and a war crime.19 That is why the
unresolved argument about the World War II strikes against civilian targets tends to revolve around the question of its necessity—
around whether without them more innocents would have perished
in a war against an unjust and ruthless enemy.
So the word “terrorism” not only signifies culpability under state
law but also, as Walzer’s disquisition indicates, feelings of vulnerability: a terrorist is someone who creates a sense of fear and insecurity among a civilian population for political purposes. As such,
the term and its cognates are certainly valid. My argument, however,
is directed against thinking of terrorism simply as an illegal and
immoral form of violence and advocates an examination of what
the discourse of terror—and the perpetration of terror—does in the
world of power.
Although war is a defined activity in international law, an activity
that has a formal cause and a formal conclusion, this is clearly not
to be confused with the beginning and end of organized killing by
the state. The state’s violence against civilians may precede and succeed war in the formal sense—especially in a war of independence
(by whose unauthorized use of terror a sovereign state is founded)
or in a “small war” (against so-called uncivilized populations, in
which terror may be used precisely because they lack a sovereign
state). Such violence is inseparable from the primary duty and the
absolute right of the nation-state (or would-be nation-state) to defend, or achieve, or deny the claim of others to sovereignty. But as
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a specific legal category, “terrorism” is difficult to define because in
doing so complicated political choices have to be made regarding the
limits to established state authority and the rights of popular movements that challenge state authority. It was for this reason that the
International Criminal Court rejected pressure by India, Turkey, and
Sri Lanka to include terrorist acts as punishable offenses.20
In contrast, terrorism experts who are employed by the state, or
would like to offer their services to it, propose that the definition of
terrorism is an easy matter having nothing to do with politics. “Terrorism,” writes one such expert, “is a generalized construct derived
from our concepts of morality, law, and the rules of war, whereas
actual terrorists are shaped by culture, ideology, and politics—specific inchoate factors and notions that motivate diverse actions.”21
In other words, the discourse of terrorism is dependent on a constructed object (not an imaginary object) about which information
can be collected.
Every war requires the making of human killing machines, and
the question of its legality tends to distract attention from this fact.
“Basic training itself was often extremely brutal, even for conscripted recruits,” writes Joanna Bourke.
The most notorious training regimes were those conducted by the
U.S. Marine Corps, but even in the other branches of the armed forces, violence was a common component of military training. In all
these training programmes, the fundamental process was the same:
individuals had to be broken down to be rebuilt into efficient fighting men. The basic tenets included depersonalization, uniforms, lack
of privacy, forced social relationships, tight schedules, lack of sleep,
disorientation followed by rites of reorganization according to military codes, arbitrary rules, and strict punishment. These methods of
brutalization were similar to those carried out in regimes where men
were taught to torture prisoners: the difference resided in the degree
of violence involved, not its nature.22
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The torture of prisoners is integral to the violence that the soldier in
training learns. The practice of terror thus produces efficient soldiers
and is an important part of the conduct of war, in the battlefield as
well as in interrogation centers where vital information is obtained.
The discourse of terror enables a redefinition of the space of violence in which bold intervention and rearrangement of everyday relations can take place and be governed in relation to terror,23 a space
that presupposes new knowledges and practices. “Before the terrorist attacks of 9/11, there was no field called ‘homeland security,’ ”
writes Richard Falkenrath.
Today, homeland security is a multibillion-dollar enterprise and the
motivating force behind countless reforms across dozens of heretofore separate government activities. The need for this enterprise is
not tied to the fate of al-Qaida or any other particular terrorist group;
instead, it derives from the structural—and hence, for all intents and
purposes, permanent—vulnerability of free and open societies to
catastrophic terrorist attacks. This vulnerability existed before 9/11
and will continue to exist indefinitely. . . . Homeland security has no
epistemic community to speak of, but needs one. Men and women
from dozens of different disciplines—regional experts, terrorism analysts, law enforcement officials, intelligence officers, privacy specialists, diplomats, military officers, immigration specialists, customs
inspectors, specific industry experts, regulatory lawyers, doctors and
epidemiologists, research scientists, chemists, nuclear physicists, information technologists, emergency managers, firefighters, communications specialists, and politicians, to name a few—are currently involved in homeland security, but it is not enough merely to aggregate
specialists. . . . Only a team of individuals with genuine crosscutting
knowledge and experience will be able to understand the complexity of any particular homeland security challenge, devise an efficient
and viable strategy for dealing with the problem, and implement this
strategy effectively.24
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The new epistemic community being called for is necessary to
name and deal with what is claimed to be a new object in the world
of liberal democracy—terror. Most of the activities of those already
involved in countering terror may appear quite familiar: mass surveillance, individualized interrogation, transporting suspects to
domestic and foreign torture centers, targeted assassinations, and
military invasions on the grounds of preemptive self-defense. And
yet the fact that a new epistemological object can be constructed
through a war on terror is something new.
It is important to my argument that these actions not be seen
as simple abuses of the executive branch, partly because the judiciary and the legislature can cooperate actively with the latter to
uphold the rule of law in an overarching national endeavor and also
because the constitutional scope of executive powers is subject to
legal interpretation and political contestation.25 In proposing that
the space of violence enables the state in its triple aspect to extend
its presence, I do not want to oppose the state to a passive civil society. It is not only the executive branch that occupies this space.
All constitutional states rest on a space of violence that they call
legitimate. In a liberal democracy, all citizens and the government
that represents them are bound together by mutual obligations, and
the actions of the duly elected government are the actions of all its
citizens. When the government acts against suspected terrorists
and inferior military opponents, everyone is (rightly or wrongly) involved in the space of violence. There may be criticism by particular
citizens of the government’s actions on moral or legal grounds, but
until these are conceded constitutionally by the government, all citizens remain bound to the space of violence that its representative
government inhabits.

Terror is also integral to modern subjectivities that fear not only the
disruption of orderly life but also and especially the end of demo-
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cratic institutions under the assault of barbarians, whether immigrants or terrorists.
Acts of war are not disturbing to most civilians when the human
damage perpetrated by their armies occurs abroad. The Allied invasion of Nazi Germany in World War II was applauded by civilians
at home. Terrorist acts, on the other hand, create anxiety because
they occur at home. Talk of terrorism and the need to defend oneself against it can have a similar effect. When terrorists are seen
as people engaged in conspiracies, one is induced to look for signs
that point to something hidden (their motives are unexpressed).26
How might these be found? Alternatively, how can one do a proper
reading of signs to discover the threats posed by secret motives?
In the United States, the Patriot Act, passed to deal with terrorists,
provides the practical framework for undertaking such readings. According to many critics, the Patriot Act is an attack on constitutional
rights.27 But this kind of complaint rarely attends to the working
of power/knowledge in the modern state. The project of “Defending
America” calls for techniques aimed at discovering the objects that
threaten.28 The interrogation center is not merely a source of information and a place where abuse may happen. It is the site where a
particular kind of identity is typified and dealt with and where the
secrets of a danger are laid bare in the war against terror, which is a
permanent state.
It has been widely reported that viewing the famous images of
the towers under attack on September 11 was traumatic for Americans and that Americans have been understandably anxious ever
since. Anxiety regarding the real motives of people (especially anxiety in Euro-America about Middle Easterners who are in process of
assimilating Western culture) rests on the polysemy of signs. Roland
Barthes once claimed that “traumatic images are bound up with an
uncertainty (an anxiety) concerning the meaning of objects or attitudes. Hence in every society various techniques are developed [that
are] intended to fix the floating chain of signifieds in such a way as
to counter the terror of uncertain signs.”29 But Barthes did not note
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that authority seeks sometimes to eliminate uncertainty in signs,
at other times to create it. Had he done so, he might have acknowledged that uncertain signs do not in themselves cause anxiety or
terror—it is suspicion about their meaning that may do so. To take
people in familiar situations innocently is to live without suspicion.
It is to read people literally, to take their behavior as unproblematic,
as harmless. To do a literal reading of texts (of what people say and
do in their ordinary life) is not, of course, to repudiate figurative language; it is to be so familiar with the relevant grammar that one is
unconcerned with the need to fix meaning. On the other hand, to
ask suspiciously about the real meaning of the verbal and behavioral signs displayed by people one knows is to enter into the world of
symbolic interpretation. And while hermeneutics doesn’t necessarily spring from hostile suspicion, it always presupposes that what
appears on the surface is not the truth and seeks to control what lies
beneath. Through interpretation, it converts absences into signs.
A form of official hermeneutics—an official suspicion about
meaning—has flourished in the United States since September 11 as
part of the war against terror: namely, the interrogation of captured
Muslims by U.S. officials. Here fear, uncertainty, and the ambiguity
of signs are part of the space of violence to which I referred above.
More than that, they are its precondition, for they allow state power
to penetrate the density of ordinary life.
Much has been written about the fact that terrorism feeds off
the disclosure of torture or cruel, inhumane, or degrading treatment
in U.S. detention centers, that torture is illegal, immoral, and inefficient. Less attention has been paid to the role the idea of torture
plays in the distinction between war and terrorism. For decades, the
CIA has produced and distributed interrogation manuals in Latin
America to personnel involved in counterinsurgency. Take, for example, the Human Resource Exploitation Training Manual—1983.30 In response to criticisms of abuse, it carefully distinguished noncoercive
from coercive methods. It now warns against using the latter and
then describes the former in detail. The manual’s overall concern is
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to teach interrogators ways in which the subject’s “internal motivational strength” can be “exhausted” so that he/she is made to yield
the necessary information.31 “Inwardness” is assumed, cultivated,
and targeted.32 One has to know the subject’s type well enough to
read the signs that are useful for the regulation of organized violence—one’s own and that of the enemy. One begins with a human
body having an appropriate appearance and origin: racial, sexual,
and religious categories are what give the interrogator his starting
signs. But he has to go beyond the words spoken by the subject to
other signs—mode of speech, gesture, posture, etc.—that indicate
hidden meanings. How should the interrogator draw out these
meanings given the constraints of humanitarian law?
The humanitarian discourse that denounces unnecessary suffering rests on assumptions both of what is unnecessary and of what
constitutes suffering. In effect, it invites interrogators to devise techniques in which the suffering of detained subjects is necessary—
that is, techniques for getting prisoners to yield actionable information efficiently. “Efficiency” is always contextual, and it presupposes
attention to detail: Should the techniques here be mental or physical? How intense or light should they be? What if they leave body
marks or lead to trauma—does either matter, and, if so, to whom?
These uncertainties parallel those that the military commander in
the field of battle faces and in relation to which he must make his
strategic judgments. The prisoner’s necessary suffering (which may
be glossed as “not really cruel treatment”) is directed at crippling his
motivational strength. Techniques in the conduct of the war against
terror—whether in the interrogation center or in the field of battle—
require the redefinition of “necessary violence.” Despite humanitarian principles that forbid torture, however, the use of painful methods remains important. Whether the systematic torture of captives
is always inefficient is a topic of considerable debate in the liberal
media, but what it certainly does do is produce two categories of
human being: torturables and nontorturables.
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These paired notions first appeared in Graham Greene’s novel Our
Man in Havana (1958), set in prerevolutionary Cuba. In a dialogue between Segura, the local chief of police, and Wormold, a British Secret
Service agent, the former refers casually to certain persons not belonging to the “torturable class.” Who does? asks Wormold. “The poor
in my own country, in any Latin American country,” replies Segura.
The poor of Central Europe and the Orient. Of course in your welfare
states you have no poor, so you are untorturable. In Cuba the police
can deal as harshly as they like with emigres from Latin America and
the Baltic States, but not with visitors from your country or Scandinavia. It is an instinctive matter on both sides. Catholics are more
torturable than Protestants, just as they are more criminal. . . One
reason why the West hates the great Communist states is that they
don’t recognize class-distinctions. Sometimes they torture the wrong
people. So too of course did Hitler and shocked the world. Nobody
cares what goes on in our prisons, or the prisons of Lisbon or Caracas,
but Hitler was too promiscuous. It was rather as though in your country a chaffeur had slept with a peeress.

That, interrupts Wormwold, doesn’t shock us any longer. To which
Segura responds: “It is a great danger for everyone when what is
shocking changes.”33 It is precisely such a shift in what is shocking,
when the U.S administration readily resorts to torture in contravention of the Geneva Convention and human rights law, that seems
evident today. But one should note that the torture of prisoners in
Guantánamo, Afghanistan, and Iraq (as well as the outsourcing of
torture to the Egyptian, Syrian, and Pakistani regimes) affects torturables only. More remarkable than the use of torture by a U.S.
regime that is said to be undermining the rule of law in several
respects is the absence of any sustained public outrage in the democratic societies of the West. The liberal sensibility is more discriminating in this matter than one may have thought. In a war against
barbarians, the use of cruelty has always been more acceptable than
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it has been against civilized enemy populations. And, even today,
there is no general sense of horror (as I elaborate that term in my
final chapter) at the numerous atrocities committed or condoned by
democratic governments. So perhaps there hasn’t been a shift after
all in popular Western notions of what is shocking.
The sensitivity to humanist criticism that is directed at interrogation procedures is also found in the conduct of war. The modern
Western army is concerned with engaging efficiently with dangerous, because underdeveloped, peoples, in ways that are at once
ruthless and humane, in which brutal attack may become a civilizing sign. Nineteenth-century Europeans typically saw the world
divided into civilized and uncivilized nations, in which the former
should stand as a moral light for the latter. But this worked the other
way, too: it was held that the behavior of civilized nations should
not fall to the level of the uncivilized. Hence Gustave Moynier, one
of the founders of the Red Cross, could speak explicitly about the
organization’s “evangelical morality” in its effort to “civilize” European warfare. But this idea of achieving humane standards logically
required a contrast: “Compassion,” he wrote, “is unknown among
savage tribes that practice cannibalism. . . . It is said that even their
language doesn’t have the words to express the idea, so alien is it to
them. Savage peoples . . . make [war] to excess and give in without
a thought to their brutal instincts, whereas civilized nations, seeking to humanize it, even admit that everything that happens is not
[morally] allowable.”34 Civilized nations, being refined in manners
and restrained by morality and law, are quite unlike the uncivilized.
They should not fight as savages do, in brutal and terrorizing ways.
But the savage was not merely an abstraction for purposes of logical contrast; he was someone toward whom one could and should
behave appropriately in war. Writing in 1927, U.S. Army captain Elbridge Colby noted: “The real essence of the matter is that devastation and annihilation is the principal method of warfare that savage tribes know. Excessive humanitarian ideas should not prevent
harshness against those who use harsh methods, for in being over34
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kind to one’s enemies, a commander is simply being unkind to his
own people.”35 Captain Colby belongs to a dominant line of thinking
and practice in Western colonial warfare. To him as to others, it is
self-evident that since uncivilized opponents do not abide by international law, they cannot be protected by it; today, of course, this is
said about those seen as, or suspected of being, terrorists.36
For many today, this seems to be vindicated by the claim that
“terrorism has become bloodier,” as it perpetrates “large-scale indiscriminate violence.”37 At the same time, it is claimed that in this war
against an uncivilized opponent, the use of increasingly sophisticated information technology has allowed the military to identify
its targets more accurately and thus to minimize collateral damage. What is certain is that by fighting the enemy at a distance, it
has been able to minimize its own casualties. Unchallengeable air
supremacy and precision weaponry make virtual impunity of the
pilot possible. Furthermore, domestic public opinion in liberal democracies is critical of excessive war casualties in its armies. This
humanitarian concern means that soldiers need no longer go to war
expecting to die but only to kill. In itself, this destabilizes the conventional understanding of war as an activity in which human dying
and killing are exchanged. The psychological effect of this unequal
killing is mitigated by the fact that there is a long-standing tradition of fighting against militarily and ethnically inferior peoples in
which it is proper that the latter die in much larger numbers. Since
they do not value human life as the civilized do, they will expose
themselves to greater risks, even undertake suicidal operations, and
therefore suffer more casualties.
In fact, little attention has been paid in the growing literature on
new military technologies and strategies to the continuities of the
new wars with earlier colonial wars that were often called “small
wars.” In them, Euro-American soldiers discovered that the opportunities for killing were much greater than the risks of dying in battle and that “uncivilized” enemies were not entitled to be treated
with the same restraint as “civilized” ones. A notable exception to
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the contemporary literature on new wars is Max Boot’s The Savage
Wars of Peace,38 which argues that “small wars” have been—and still
are—essential to the spread of freedom, progress, and peace. Therefore, insofar as military interventions by Western powers continue
this colonial tradition, it should be evident that their primary aim is
not the protection of life as such but the construction and encouragement of specific kinds of human subjects and the outlawing of
all others.39
Despite the civilizing project of many new wars, their conduct
produces contradictory results. Thus, in deference to humanitarian
law, the military of a liberal state—unlike the terrorist—does not
normally target civilians, unless it is compelled to do so, but overriding concern for its own military casualties (again, partly in response
to humanitarian sensitivities) means it must choose a strategy in
which more enemy civilians die. So, too, in the matter of dual-use
targets. Because of military necessity, the military must inevitably
target facilities such as electrical power plants that are crucial to the
enemy’s military but also to its civilians. The destruction of electricity-generating centers cripples water purification plants, hospitals,
and so on, causing widespread death and disease among the civilian population. One interesting consequence of this contradiction
(the killing of noncombatants that results from the new doctrine of
striving for zero military losses as well as from bombing dual-use
targets) is that motive becomes crucial to the distinction between
collateral damage and war crimes.40
The just modern soldier incurs guilt when he kills innocent people; the terrorist does not. Or so modern theorists of just war tell
us. Thus, in a recent article defending the Israeli invasion first of
Gaza and then of Lebanon, Walzer writes: “When Palestinian militants launch rocket attacks from civilian areas, they are themselves
responsible—and no one else is—for the civilian deaths caused by
Israeli counterfire.”41 The political theologian Oliver O’Donovan has
explained why state armies are morally superior by making a distinction between what he calls terrorism and insurgency in terms
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of motive: “The terrorist makes his point by slaughtering the innocent intentionally; the insurgent makes his by forcing his opponent
to slaughter the innocent unintentionally.”42 This is precisely Walzer’s point. Zbigniew Brzezinski, however, has recently commented
on this matter by reference to the most recent Israeli invasion of
Lebanon: “I hate to say this but I will say it. I think what the Israelis
are doing today for example in Lebanon is in effect—maybe not in
intent—the killing of hostages. Because when you kill 300 people,
400 people, who have nothing to do with the provocations Hezbollah staged, but you do it in effect deliberately by being indifferent
to the scale of the collateral damage, you’re killing hostages in the
hope of intimidating those that you want to intimidate.”43 Walzer,
however, insists that there may be good reasons (“prudential as well
as moral”) for this kind of intimidation: “Reducing the quality of life
in Gaza, where it is already low, is intended to put pressure on whoever is politically responsible for the inhabitants of Gaza—and then
these responsible people, it is hoped, will take action against the
shadowy forces attacking Israel. The same logic has been applied
in Lebanon, where the forces are not so shadowy.”44 Punishing civilians may be the only way to obtain results—given, of course, that an
appropriate sense of guilt accompanies the action, because unlike
barbarians civilized nations know what compassion is.
The moral advantage O’Donovan and Walzer give state armies
over insurgents is evident. If the motive of military commanders is
complex (they kill noncombatants but wouldn’t if they didn’t have
to), however, couldn’t the same be said of the terrorist whose killing
of civilians is at once deliberate and yet coerced? He has reached the
limit; he has no other option left—or so he claims, when he argues
that in order to try to prevent “the coercive transformation of [his
people’s] way of life,” he must carry out immoral killings. If he kills
enough civilians (so he reasons), perhaps those who are politically
responsible will respond in the desired way.
So: it is not cruelty that matters in the distinction between terrorists and armies at war, still less the threat each poses to entire
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ways of life, but their civilizational status. What is really at stake is
not a clash of civilizations (a conflict between two incompatible sets
of values) but the fight of civilization against the uncivilized. In that
fight, all civilized rules may be set aside. Captain Colby observes of
war with savage enemies: “If a few ‘non-combatants’ . . . are killed,
the loss of life is probably far less than might have been sustained
in prolonged operations of a more polite character. The inhuman act
thus becomes actually humane, for it shortens the conflict and prevents the
shedding of more excessive quantities of blood.”45
Clearly, Colby thinks the savage is incapable of such acts of humanity, and he is probably right. But what is especially intriguing is
the ingenuity of liberal discourse in rendering inhuman acts humane.
This is certainly something that savage discourse cannot achieve.
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i a r g u e d i n the previous chapter that the categories “war” and
“terrorism” are constituted according to different logical criteria, the
one taking its primary sense from the question of legality and the
other from feelings of vulnerability and fear of social disorder, and
that they are not therefore mutually exclusive. It is not correct to say,
as Walzer does, that “the peculiar evil of terrorism [is] not only the
killing of innocent people but also the intrusion of fear into everyday
life, the violation of private purposes, the insecurity of public spaces,
the endless coerciveness of precaution” because war, whether just
or unjust, does that, too. I also suggested that the brutality of a state
army and of a terrorist group have much in common, that although
in a formal sense state armies are subject to humanitarian law, this
does not constitute as much of an obstacle to deliberate cruelty as
might appear at first sight. To the extent that it is an obstacle to such
behavior as a matter of law, this applies to independent individuals
who act violently against states or to members of states that are
too weak to afford them protection. Strong states protect their own
and convict others as violators of humanitarian law of force. In this
chapter, I want to discuss suicide operations through some current
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explanations that seek to distinguish them from acts of war. How
different are they from each other?
One might think that one undeniable difference consists in destroying oneself in order to kill civilians one regards as one’s enemies, and that this above all requires a special explanation. Why
did he do this terrible thing? Terrible not simply because he killed innocents or was prepared to die (that’s common enough in war) or
simply because he killed himself (that’s not uncommon in peace)
but because he killed himself in order to kill innocents. Trying to pin
down motives is difficult, however: When and how did the intention of undertaking a suicide mission come to be formed? Which
desire predominated—killing oneself or killing others? What exactly
did the suicide think the moment before he triggered the explosive:
“I’m going to kill these bastards: they killed my brother,” or “God
will reward me for dying in His cause.” or simply “I can’t bear to live
on under this cruel occupation”? Or was it perhaps something utterly different? Were unconscious desires hidden by his conscious
language? Was he ecstatic? Or did he have second thoughts, doubts,
regrets, as he proceeded toward his objective? If so, in what way and
to what extent were they overcome? How does one set about answering such questions if the perpetrator is no longer alive? I do not
say that such questions are always unanswerable but that the matter is far more complicated than is commonly supposed.
Is there a crucial difference between someone who kills in order
to die and someone who dies in order to kill? Thus the sociologist
Jean Baechler cites the case of the murderer Buffet who wrote to
the French president before his execution demanding the “grace” of
the guillotine: “To kill in order to commit suicide, that’s my morality!” Baechler also cites examples of the reverse, the most famous
being the kamikaze pilots in World War II who died in order to kill.1
Such categorizations tend to draw on psychological models according to which suicide (“the solution to an existential problem”)2 can
be regarded either as an instance of individual psychopathology or
as a case of collective ideology. In both cases, there is a resort to
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causal as opposed to purposive explanation. What examples like
Baechler’s show, however, is that the end of an action is not defined
merely by its ending: the end of suicide is killing oneself; the end of
suicide bombing is killing oneself and others at the same time. The
open-endedness of motive inevitably leaves considerable scope for
interpretation.
Suicide attacks are therefore, above all, histories. In recounting
plausible histories, they also employ fiction. Take the Columbia University professor of social science Jon Elster. Deferring to the authority of “a widely respected expert on this topic, Ariel Merari,” Elster
writes: “The mental state that actually triggers the act of detonating
the bomb may therefore be ephemeral and something of an artifact
rather than a stable feature of the person. When asked [by the U.S.
Congress, before which he testified] how well he thought he understood the state of mind of suicide attackers in the minutes before he
[sic] died, Merari answered: ‘Some of them were elated, apparently.
Ecstatic in the last moments’ (CBS News, 25 May 2003).”3 But how can
one possibly know what went on in the mind of a surprise suicide
attacker in the moment before she died? An interesting story about
suicide depends, however, on assumptions about interesting internal states, and the mythology of suicide as pathology encourages
fantasies of accessibility.
Explanations of suicide fighters tend to focus on the origin of motivation. It is not the effect of the bombing (which is plain for anyone
to see) that preoccupies most Western commentators but the bomber’s reason for doing what he or she does. That reason is often—not
always—seen as being in some way pathological. Or as being alienated—that is, as not properly integrated into Western civilization.
But I think here of such unpredicted massacres as the one that
occurred at Columbine High School when two heavily armed students killed and maimed a large number of their schoolmates and
then shot themselves; the debate on what motivated them has been
endless and (not surprisingly) remains indecisive.4 A suicide bombing can be said to be more calculated than the school shootings: the
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combatant appears to be at once more in control of himself (he is
disciplined in what he does) and less so (ruthless men have trained
him). Yet these are conditions, not motives. The reason the combatant kills others by dying is often traced to the systematic deprivation and humiliation he has suffered—to his sense that, in confronting an overwhelming and ruthless adversary, common destruction
is the only possible response (an expression of despair and rage?)—
or to deep personal unhappiness. It is also ascribed to Islamic discourse because of his recorded proclamation before the operation,
which typically uses a religious vocabulary—thus the highly ritualized proclamation is taken to correspond to his real motives. The
motive and the action to which it leads are together regarded by
most Western commentators as perverse because the agents have
chosen death. But death here is an effect not a motive. “Intention,”
as I use the term, occurs at a causal level; “motives” do not. Motives
are therefore often indeterminate. Why and when do people search
for them? How do they recount the motives of suicide bombers?
What signs do they take as visible indicators of invisible truth? And
of what truth?
In the following discussion of some typical explanations of the
suicide bomber, I suggest that they tell us more about liberal assumptions of religious subjectivities and political violence than they
do about what is ostensibly being explained.

The well-known theorist of religious studies Ivan Strenski makes
the point that explaining suicide operations in terms of “personal
psychological motivation” isn’t enough and urges that one needs a
sociological and theological perspective. Drawing on the writings of
the Durkheimian school, he proposes that the phenomenon is better understood through the religious concepts of sacrifice and gift
than through theories seeking to explain suicide. Strenski reminds
us that Halbwachs was perhaps the first theorist to distinguish analytically between suicide and sacrifice in his development and mod42
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ification of Durkheim’s thesis on suicide. For Halbwachs, the distinction turns on society’s attitude, something most clearly evident in
its ritual form. When self-immolation is expressed in a ritual form,
it is to be read as sacrifice; without that form, it is suicide. “Sacrifice
is a profoundly social action,” Strenski echoes Halbwachs, “essentially involving a network of relationships, typically . . . actualized
in terms of systems of social exchange. Sacrifice is not something
to be understood solely in terms of the dynamics of an individual’s
psyche. What is more, sacrifice is not just a social deed. It also has
potent religious resonance. . . . It is also a ‘making holy,’ as the Latin
origins of the term indicate—sacri-ficium. Sacrifice for the Durkheimians is indeed a giving up, or a giving of, that makes something holy.”5
The sacrifice of oneself in the case under discussion, says Strenski,
is made as a gift to and for the nation that is thereby sanctified:
all suicide bombers believe they are giving their lives for the Palestinian nation, to the umma. “Without minimizing the importance of
the utilitarian jihadist conception of these bombings [as a militarily
tactic], as well as their multivalence,” writes Strenski, “some of the
many strands of meaning can be picked up that hang from the claim
that these so-called suicide or martyrdom bombings need also to
be considered carefully as sacrificial gifts [to Palestine].”6 Strenski’s
analysis thus proceeds from the claim that since sacrifice is the essence of religious subjectivity, violence is integral to it.
Three comments are in order here, however. First, for Durkheim,
virtually all acts are social, including suicide. Durkheim would almost certainly have included suicide bombing in his category of
“altruistic suicide.” Indeed, Durkheim was the first theorist to problematize the notion of “the individual” through an identification of
the social determinants of that most personal of acts: suicide. In
Strenski’s account, we are still in the realm of looking for motives,
of asking “what impels them to do it?” only now the motive is called
“ritual,” a theme that easily allows us to speak of the religious.
My second comment is that, in the Islamic tradition, sacrifice involving the slaughter of an animal (dhabı̄ha) is made in response to a
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divine command (e.g., on the annual pilgrimage), or as thanks to the
deity (e.g., on returning safely from a journey or recovering from a serious illness), or as a sign of repentance (called kaffāra) for particular
transgressions. None of these criteria apply to the suicide bomber.
Third: Strenski’s use of the idea of “making something holy”
through sacrifice is less clear than it appears. I have written elsewhere about the problematic character of the concept of “the sacred,” but, in the Islamic tradition at least, sacrifice does not make
the recipient (God), or for that matter the sacrifiant (the person in
whose name the sacrifice is made) or the victim, “holy.” The rite itself—the words and movements necessary to it—might be glossed
as “sacred,” and it is true that the moral status of the sacrifiant is
altered by the act of sacrifice, but that does not make him or her sacred. Strenski seems to have taken the Christian concept of Christ’s
supreme gift of himself as the model for sacrifice in general. But
the Arabic for “gift,” hadiyya, is never used to describe sacrifice, and
_
qurban—an Arabic word for sacrifice that is treated as central in
Strenski’s analysis—is more commonly used by Arabic-speaking
Christians for Communion than by Arabic-speaking Muslims for animal sacrifice. In fact, the Qur’an uses the word qurban three times:
at 3:183 to refer to burnt offerings according to Mosaic rites (there
are no burnt offerings in Islam), at 5:27 to refer to the biblical story
of Cain and Abel, and at 46.28 to refer to pre-Islamic beliefs about
ritual mediation (the Qur’an rejects such mediation).
I will say more on the difference of the classical Islamic concept
of martyr (shahı̄d) from the concept of sacrifice (dahı̄yya), but here
I stress that if we pay closer attention to the way the concept of
shahı̄d is deployed in historical as well as contemporary usage, we
will see that its connection with sacrifice is contingent and that it
doesn’t fit with Strenski’s use of that term. If one is to talk about religious subjectivities, one must work through the concepts the people
concerned actually use.
A difficulty I have with Strenski’s approach is that it is a forensic reading of motive. Its explanatory concern, like that of others, is
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with identifying culpability that can be established through the reconstruction of a particular type of motive: According to this account,
Palestinian suicide bombers are not sick, they do not perform their
terrible acts because they are driven by an insupportable environment. The suicide bombers are fully responsible—answerable—for
their acts because they choose to justify their violence in terms of a
discursive religious tradition, in which they choose to offer individual
lives (their own and the lives of others) in exchange for a transcendent value. It is the free intention of the perpetrator that leads to the
criminal act and not (as is often alleged) brutal subjection to Israeli
occupation. That, at any rate, is how this kind of reading is made.
By finding the culprit as well as the religious sources that feed his
criminality, a danger to Israeli society is identified with precision; the
state’s extension of the space of violence in the cause of security is
seen to be necessary. Thus although for the law it is the unlicensed
act of killing civilians that defines the crime, for journalists and security experts it is his motive for doing this terrible thing that is of
primary interest. And yet, because the actor dies in the event, his
motives are not fully retrievable. Ironically, it is only at the trial of
someone who has failed to complete the operation that the motive of
suicide bombers can be adduced. So the social scientist, novelist, and
filmmaker endow the dead terrorist with the motives of the living.
Strenski’s redescription of motive in terms of the concept of sacrifice
offers a religious model by means of which suicide bombing can be
identified as “religious terrorism.” And that appellation defines the
bomber as morally underdeveloped—and therefore premodern—
when compared with peoples whose civilized status is partly indicated by their secular politics and their private religion and whose
violence is therefore in principle disciplined, reasonable, and just.

But one can do the reading in other ways, define and separate types
of violent acts and the subjectivities to which they are attached,
differently. Much will then depend on the overriding hermeneutic
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principle one adopts to reconcile apparent inconsistencies in the
reading required by the explanation one favors. The result may not
be incontestably better, but it can be more complicated than the one
Strenski offers.
In a recent unpublished article,7 May Jayyusi insists that suicide
fighters must be understood in relation to new forms of political subjectivity that have been formed in the context of resistance to the
particular powers that circumscribe them. To describe these powers
(the Israeli military, the Jewish settlements, the Palestine Authority,
and Islamic Jihad and Hamas), she draws on Carl Schmitt’s idea of
“the state of exception” via Giorgio Agamben’s Homo sacer and stresses the importance of a developing political-ideological field—including Israeli policies of occupation and settlement, the Palestinian resistance, and international developments (the Iranian revolution) and
agreements (the Oslo Accords). This is a larger story than the one told
by Strenski, and it doesn’t begin by trying to explain a religious act.
Oslo, Jayyusi writes, was an attempt to institute a local authority
over the Palestinian population, charged with containing and subjecting it to a variety of exceptional regulations. In effect, the result
of Oslo was that an entire occupied population was held hostage to
the policing performance of the Palestine Authority. As the overarching state power, Israel was at once beyond the Palestinian zones and
yet sovereign over them. (The ambiguity of where its unstated borders lie—what is inside Israel and what is outside—have long been
part of its strategic advantage.) This means, Jayyusi points out, that
the Palestine Authority was caught in an irresolvable contradiction:
on the one hand, seeking national sovereignty and, on the other,
conceding it indefinitely to the occupying power by agreeing unconditionally to carry out its policing function. Nevertheless, Jayyusi
claims that something new did emerge with Oslo for the general
population, something she calls “an imaginary of freedom.”
It seems that at first the Palestinian population as a whole received Oslo favorably despite the misgivings of many. Thus, according to the polls, support for the militant Islamist movements
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dropped to about 13 percent when first the agreement was signed.
But as it became clear that the secular political elites in the Authority were unable to develop an adequate politics in the contradictory
conditions established by Oslo, popular support for the Islamists
rose to about a third. But, of course, more was involved here than
a response to public opinion polls. There was also the welfare function of the Islamists, in which care and assistance were provided
to all on a neighborhood basis and regardless of party affiliation.
Furthermore, the mosque became the site of an Islamic discourse
in which subjectivity was increasingly individuated, moralized, and
linked to the movement as its collective representative.
Incompetent and corrupt, the Palestine Authority came to be generally seen as lacking legitimate leadership and incapable of standing up to Israeli power that had seemed in Oslo to recognize the
possibility of a Palestinian state and that now easily denied it. The
expansion of Jewish settlements in the West Bank and Gaza continued, control of the water supply was withheld from the Authority,
the pattern of new roads responded to the needs of the settlers and
not to those of Palestinians. More land was confiscated by the state,
more houses destroyed, militants as well as their kin punished.
Add to all that the daily humiliation of all Palestinians at the many
army checkpoints. Insupportable rage, says Jayyusi, was the consequence—and she cites Hannah Arendt’s statement at this point
(“rage arises ‘only when there is reason to suspect that conditions
could be changed and are not’ ”), relating it to the national struggle
after Oslo. I suggest, however, that the relevance of Arendt’s statement is not its reference to uncontrollable anger (planned suicide
bombing is not an instance of uncontrollable rage) but its concern
with an act of death dealing that reacts to injustice by transgressing the law. The stress here should be not on violence as such but
on spontaneous action when legal political means are blocked. Because, for Arendt, we may recall, the possibility of acting politically
is part of what makes men individual and therefore human. It is
also what offers them a secular form of immortality.8
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The second uprising started in October 2000 after Ariel Sharon’s
provocative entry into the holy shrine of al-Aqsa to demonstrate
Israeli sovereignty over it. This gave Hamas its opportunity to demonstrate its political initiative. On January 1, 2001, it launched the
first suicide operation. Subsequently, suicide operations began to
be undertaken by the other—secular—political factions and eventually by members of the population at large. It was Fathi Shikaki,
founder of Islamic Jihad, who had launched, in the early eighties,
what many Palestinians call the second round of armed resistance
against Israel.
So there is an important Islamic dimension in the suicide operations, according to this story, but it is placed in a wider context than
the one appealed to by Strenski and others. Islamic militancy is
characterized by the fusion of two elements: the centrality of martyrdom (inspired by the Iranian example) and the individuating process (initiated and promoted by Hamas) centered on the mosque.9
Jayyusi’s conclusion is a neat inversion of Agamben: “If ‘homo
sacer’ is he who can be killed and not sacrificed,” she writes, “then
the martyr here inverses this relation to sovereignty, transforming
himself into he who can be sacrificed but not killed. Many testaments of martyrs are signed with the words ‘the living martyr,’ ashshaheed al-hayy. They can be sacrificed but cannot be killed, the
koranic verse ‘Do not count those who are martyred for the sake of
God dead but alive with their lord’ is the signature of every bayan.”10
So Jayyusi, too, draws on the religious idea of sacrifice, as well as on
Palestinian politics, in her explanation of the suicide fighters’ motives. But she includes an expressive element: the martyr demonstrates something by his violent death. The explanation itself is an
optimistic one in which the Palestinian snatches the responsibility
for his own life and death from the Israeli occupiers. This is arrest_
ing, but Jayyusi’s explanation in terms of shahada needs to be complicated further.
Actually, Palestinians, when employing a religious vocabulary,
_
call all their civilians who die in the conflict with Israel shuhada
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(plural of shahı̄d)—including innocents killed in Israeli operations
against militants and stone-throwing boys shot by the Israeli army.
_
Strenski’s claim that shahada (glossed as “martyrdom”) is essentially
connected to the ritual of sacrifice—that it is a form of sacrifice—
_
cannot account for this wider category of shuhada. What matters according to this latter usage is neither personal motive nor political
expression but the fatal effect of a violent encounter with the occupying enemy. The violent death of all Palestinians in confrontation
with Israelis, so one might suggest, is regarded as a sign that they
_
have died as witnesses (shuhada) to their faith—although there is no
ritualized form to most of these deaths. As such, the shahı̄d’s death
constitutes a triumph rather than a sacrifice.11
This usage fits with older conceptions of a death that needs
special explaining. For over the centuries the Islamic tradition has
_
described several ways of dying as shahada that are not connected
with war:
To the Prophet is ascribed the saying that not only those who are
slain for the faith are to be regarded as martyrs. Seven other causes of
death are enumerated which make the sufferers worthy of the honorable title of a shahı̄d, and these are mainly calamitous or pathological causes, which have nothing to do with voluntary self-sacrifice for
a great cause. In later times other causes have been added to these
seven. He who dies in defense of his possessions, or far from his
home in a strange country; he who meets his death in falling from
a high mountain; he who is torn to pieces by wild beasts, and many
_
more, are to be counted in the category of shuhada.12

Thus to be struck by a fatal calamity, whether natural or human,
is to be constituted as a sign of human finitude in the world created by an eternal deity. I therefore suggest that the reason Palestinian civilians who are destroyed under the Occupation are regarded
_
as shuhada is twofold: first, they have been struck by a catastrophe,
and, second, their mode of death gives them immortality. The idea
of immortality here is not strictly speaking physical because every49
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one recognizes that the individual’s physical existence is ended by
death. At any rate, to be struck dead by an external force has nothing
to do with motives. But it does have to do with violence—violence
not as it appears in the spectacular act of killing others by killing
_
oneself (whether this can properly be accounted istishad is a matter
of dispute among Muslim scholars) but as it relates to the idea of
mortality. All untimely death that is not the result of legitimate punishment is a violation. The believer who dies in a so-called justified
war (actively or passively) belongs to that category, but the category
itself is not defined by participation in “justified war.”
So one problem I have with Jayyusi’s account is that in its emphasis on sacrifice it concedes too much to current fashions in explaining suicide operations as a perverse form of national politics and
permits unhelpful references to a unique “culture of death.” This
doesn’t mean that such a term is unusable but that it is used too
crudely for the simple purpose of designating an illiberal perspective. Liberalism, too, I shall argue later, has its own culture of death.

But can one nevertheless regard suicide bombing as an expression
of the political culture—the culture of death—that has emerged in
modern times in the Middle East? Some commentators who have
addressed this point do think so.
Bruno Étienne, a well-known French political scientist who specializes in North Africa, has tried to place suicide operators in the
context of a long history of violence: precolonial repression (the Ottomans and then the modern Turks, as he points out, were scarcely
gentle toward those of their coreligionists whom they dominated);
colonial wars of conquest (in which ears and testicles were triumphantly collected by the French); colonial violence (of which Frantz
Fanon wrote); wars of decolonization (in which both sides used
torture, assassination, and systematic mutilation); the brutality of
dictatorial regimes (whether nationalist or Islamist); the violence,
finally, since the creation of the state of Israel, inflicted by the Is50
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raeli army on the Palestinian people at whose expense the state
was established.13 It is not clear whether Étienne is suggesting that
the cumulative effect of historical violence in the Arab world caused
the outburst of suicide bombing or whether he views such bombing
simply as a continuation of the history of Middle Eastern violence.
In either case, he takes it for granted that suicide bombing requires
special theoretical attention.14 Psychoanalysis might combine the
two in the idea of sacrifice, which it explains as an unconscious
desire for parricide. For Freud, it will be recalled, totemic sacrifice
is the unconscious repetition of a primeval crime;15 for others, like
Money-Kyrle, the unconscious desire for parricide, acquired by each
individual in his own development, is bound to the idea of gift.16 My
argument throughout has been that to take suicide bombing as sacrifice is to load it with a significance that is derived from a Christian
and post-Christian tradition. Although in my view this makes it inappropriate as an explanation, I shall later suggest that as an idea it is
an important part of the political imaginary of modern nationalism.
In the case of Palestinian combatants, Étienne points out, the enemy’s force is far more powerful, and add to that the contempt they
sense in the verbal charity of their Arab brothers, as well as the Israeli
contempt symbolized by the wall and the many checkpoints. “These
things have manufactured contempt and hatred, transformed hatred for the self into hatred for the Other. Absolute.”17 But where in
all this is the mechanism of a hatred for the self to be located?
What is especially striking is how the widespread belief about
tendencies inherent in monotheism allows Étienne to assimilate
Islamic discourses on the subject to a Christian one—as Strenski does.18 Yet compared with medieval Christian literature, there
are actually very few medieval Islamic texts that deal exclusively
with what is called in European literature “martyrdom.” In any case,
the concepts are not the same even if the words used (martyr and
shahı̄d) are etymologically connected. I have already referred to the
range of meanings for shahı̄d, including unintentional death, that
sets it apart from Christian understandings of “martyr.” The Qur’an,
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incidentally—and perhaps significantly—doesn’t make explicit use
of the word shahı̄d to signify someone who dies in God’s cause. The
verse most often cited in support of it (9:52) speaks of husnayayn,
“the two best things,” a phrase conventionally interpreted as “either
_
victory or death in God’s cause.”19 The concept of istishhad as a tech_
_
nique of jihad in which the combatant (mujahid) annihilates himself
is an entirely modern idea.20
Étienne’s attraction to psychoanalysis is more interesting, however, even if his formulation of the Freudian idea of the death wish is
not: “The death wish results from an overflowing of energies set free
by the failure of the capacities to make representations: when there
is no longer anything, no political model, no utopia, no hope, no
solution—when the representations of the possible are frustrated,
one explodes! This overflowing of excitation brings about a rupture:
the actor, or the agent, as Pierre Bourdieu would say, is emptied of
his own desires. He is then the object of a movement of disconnection for which the neurosis of war is the outlet.”21 Étienne’s suggestion that the suicide fighter wishes to die because she lacks political imagination is not only implausible (consider the evidence that
Jayyusi’s account provides), it also rests on the assumption—which
I will examine at the conclusion of this chapter—that politics and
violence are mutually exclusive.
According to Freud, the pressure to prolong life and the pressure toward death are both permanent, contradictory drives in all
living organisms. One need not agree with every shift in Freud’s
argument (or subscribe to Freudianism) to see that this idea raises
questions about every individual’s approach—now deliberate, now
unconscious; now willing, now reluctant—toward her end. There is
in Freud’s account no simple way in which a death decided by the
individual for himself can be explained. One may say that the suicide fighter is driven to annihilate herself in the enemy or that she
chooses to destroy her enemies that way. But how to account for the
difference between laying hands on oneself and making war? For
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Freud, both are aggressive instincts, and the death instinct (like the
instinct to extend life) is a transcendent power beyond the conscious
subject while being at the same time his own desire. The playing
out of this instinct—of the ability and willingness to wage devastating wars—appears most impressively among the so-called civilized
nations, in spite of Freud’s claim that the disciplining mechanism
of guilt serves more and more to internalize aggression as civilization progresses. But guilt, I argued in my first chapter, is no bar to
the repetition of transgression. And, contrary to Étienne (and Freud),
war is not a neurosis but a collectively organized, legitimized, and
moralized game of destruction that is played much more savagely
by the civilized than the uncivilized. Nor is it suicide in any but a
metaphorical sense. In fact, there is consistent evidence to the effect that rates of suicide tend to decline significantly in wartime.22
Étienne goes on: “But at what moment does an actor—whether
manipulated or not—go on to the act of self-destruction? And in
what ‘objective’ conditions does an entire society become ‘mad’ to
the point of massacring its own children, as was the case in Algeria in the 1990s? . . . Self-hatred was going to be transformed into
hate for the Other. All the more so in that Algeria, like most Arab
countries, had lost its Other: the native Jew and the foreign (and
foreign-tongued) European. Brother was thus alone face to face with
his different brother, Kabyle, Berber, Arab, Islamist. This then produced a civil war that was to cause more than a hundred thousand
deaths.”23 Here we seem to have an answer to the question I asked
earlier about where the mechanism of self-hatred resides: according
to Étienne, self-hatred is generated within and by the conduct of a
vicious civil war, and the self is the nation in process of murdering
itself. A complicated history of civil war is in danger of being reduced to a metaphor of suicide and equated with the real suicide of
Palestinian militants—and then both are presented as expressions
of an Islamic culture of death.24
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Robert Pape, a political scientist, collects figures. He insists that statistics show suicide bombers must be understood as employing a
strategy of war.
I have spent a year compiling a database of every suicide bombing
and attack around the globe from 1980 to 2001—188 in all. It includes
any attack in which at least one terrorist killed himself or herself
while attempting to kill others, although I excluded attacks authorized by a national government, such as those by North Korea against
the South. The data show that there is little connection between suicide terrorism and Islamic fundamentalism, or any religion for that
matter. In fact, the leading instigator of suicide attacks is the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka, a Marxist-Leninist group whose members are from
Hindu families but who are adamantly opposed to religion (they have
committed 75 of the 188 incidents). Rather, what nearly all suicide
terrorist campaigns have in common is a specific secular and strategic goal: to compel liberal democracies to withdraw military forces
from territory that the terrorists consider to be their homeland. Religion is rarely the root cause, although it is often used as a tool by
terrorist organizations in recruiting and in other efforts in service of
the broader strategic objective.

Pape points out that these attacks are not random incidents but
part of organized campaigns and that in terms of casualties they are
the most efficient form of terrorism: Thus although only 3 percent
of all terrorist incidents consisted of suicide attacks, they caused
about half of all the fatalities, even excluding the large number who
died on September 11.25 To signal to the citizens of liberal democracies that they face an intolerable cost is to compel their armies to
withdraw. Because they are widely mediatized, says Pape, terrorist
incidents “make a statement.” One should add, however, that performatives are a feature not only of terrorist incidents but also of
contemporary small wars (the 1991 and 2003 U.S. attacks against
Iraq are famous examples of political theater)—and indeed of all
popular politics that employ and respond to media images.
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Pape is right to suggest that these incidents must be set in the
context of what are in effect miniwars of rebellion. But he does
not mention something about the states attacked that I think is
more important than their liberal democratic status: their powerful
armies. The insurgents are faced with an adversary that possesses
formidable military weaponry as well as methods of controlling civilian populations in occupied territory that are often very effective,
and this superiority cannot be met directly. Contrary to Pape’s claim
about the effectiveness of suicide bombings, however, Palestinian
operations have in fact been counterproductive: militarily insignificant, they have strengthened public support in Israel for continued
occupation, legitimated the Israeli government’s strategies for further land expropriation, and evoked much Western sympathy for its
war against terror.
Jayyusi, whom I have already cited, insists that
the SB operations must be seen as acts that are performed as part of a
continuum of resistance that has a history. According to IDF statistics
the attacks that actually targeted the ’48 territory represent only 4%
of the total number of attacks, of which only a minority are SB operations. In comparing different testaments and checking it against the
data, it clearly emerges that, within the discourse of Hamas and the
practitioners themselves, there is not a strict demarcation between
those who actually use their body as human bombs and those who
go out to attack either settlements or army patrols with the intention
of not coming back alive. Both are Istishhadiyyun, martyrdom-seekers where martyrdom itself is seen as the highest value.26

Unfortunately, Jayyusi, writing in 2004, doesn’t say what period these
statistics relate to, but the two claims she makes are worth pondering: (1) that the overwhelming majority of attacks against Israelis
have been directed against West Bank settlers and the Israeli army
and (2) that of these most have not been suicide bombings. If that is
the case, then is the enormous attention given to the phenomenon
of suicide bombings in Palestine and its roots in an Islamic culture
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of death simply a discursive construct of the Western media? In part
perhaps, but not entirely—for reasons I will give in my final chapter.
While Pape’s statistical data are intended to make the case that
suicide bombers are motivated by strategic concerns, however, this
does not satisfy everyone because it does not respond to the question that preoccupies so many: why do individuals agree to be recruited? The question presupposes the desire for an explanation
in terms of motive—with the assumption that there must be a
single clear answer to the question of motivation. Explanations in
terms of religious (and especially Islamic) motive are still favored,
partly because they provide a model that combines psychological
elements (familiar from criminal trials) and cultural signs (distinguishing them from us), a model that lends itself to the discourse of
the protection of civilization (committed to life) against barbarism
(a love of death).

_
My final example is an article on contemporary jihad and martyrdom,
in which Roxanne Euben explores some ideas of Arendt. While most
commentators on the subject have tended to give either a political
or a religious explanation of suicide terrorism, Euben avoids posing
terrorism as the primary object of discourse and instead traces connections and tensions among public action, immortality, violence,
and death in any political community. “I want to argue,” she writes,
_
“that, properly contextualized, jihad is a particularly illuminating
way to investigate the implications of mortality and death for politics[,] . . . that in the hands of contemporary Islamic ‘fundamental_
ists’ (or ‘Islamists’), jihad is neither simply a blind and bloody-minded
scrabble for temporal power nor solely a door through which to pass
into the hereafter. Rather, it is a form of political action in which, to
use Hannah Arendt’s language, the pursuit of immortality is inextricably linked to a profoundly this-worldly endeavor—the founding or recreating of a just community on earth.”27 Euben discusses
_
the writings of Mawdudi and Qutb, two modern theorists of jihad for
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whom the concept of jāhiliyya is central. Jāhiliyya referred historically to the period of pagan beliefs and customs of pre-Islamic Arabian society and has since acquired the sense of moral savagery (the
Arabic root jahl signifies “ignorance” and “uncouthness”). Hence, ac_
cording to these two writers, the elimination of jahiliyya—by force
where necessary—is essential to the establishment of an umma, the
just community of Muslims. It is this community that “immortalizes
human deeds” (as Arendt would put it) while realizing God’s plan on
_
this earth. The immortality that those who engage in jihad seek is at
once secular (of this world) and religious (of the next).
Euben’s essay, like Étienne’s book, doesn’t distinguish among the
very different situations—Egypt, Palestine, Afghanistan, Iraq, and so
_
_
on—in which jihadis have fought. It is not obvious that all jihadis have
the same idea of the umma—or even that they all think they must
establish the umma as opposed to defending in a particular time and
place one that already exists or demonstrating their supreme loyalty
_
to it. In fact, it is not clear how many of the al-Qaeda jihadis are motivated by idealism or ressentiment—or just plain love of fighting and
killing.28 Nevertheless, Euben’s discussion does have the great merit
of moving away from trying to explain suicide bombing in terms
of motivation—a religious sacrifice (Strenski), an escape from political oppression (Jayyusi), a death wish (Étienne)—and moving toward
more difficult, less moralistic questions regarding relations between
_
personal mortality and political action. Her analysis of jihad and
_
shahada is neither an apologia nor an indictment but a discussion
of the violence of those who endorse it as “a form of political action that endows human struggle to remake a common world with
existential weight. . . . While the mujāhidı̄n may seek the ever-elusive
_
_
rewards of the afterlife, jihad against modern jahiliyya entails the
political struggle to realize the umma in a particular historical moment; in turn, it is the continued existence of the earthly umma that
immortalizes their efforts. I have suggested,” she continues, “that
this recalls Arendt’s elegiac evocation of a time and a place where
‘men entered the public realm because they wanted something of
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their own or something they had in common with others to be more
permanent than their earthly lives.’ ”29
For Arendt, of course, this world disappeared with the fall of Rome
and the rise of Christianity, and it cannot be resurrected. But she
saw in the replacement of the pagan investment in a worldly and
collective immortality by the Christian emphasis on individual salvation not only an obvious ideological change but also the end of a
certain attitude to politics—of political life as the space of an earthly
permanence that can compensate for human mortality. It is neither
the religious beliefs nor the military techniques of the mujāhidı̄n that
finally interest Euben but the stimulus their political action affords
for a reflection, not often found in liberal theory, on connections
linking human finitude, violent death, and political community.
Euben ends by observing that a wide range of liberal theorists
who otherwise disagree with Arendt’s view of politics have this assumption in common with her: that politics, however it is to be defined, cannot have anything to do with violence. And yet—Euben
reminds us—Athens itself was founded in violence, and its political
sphere maintained by the violent exclusions of slaves, women, and
foreigners. And so were all liberal democratic states in the modern
world—and especially the United States—founded in massive violence and exclusions. “Augustine saw in this mutual implication of
violence, death, and politics an other-worldly imperative,” writes
Euben in her concluding sentence, “the suggestion here is that these
_
Islamist understandings of jihad recall less Augustine’s lament than
Machiavelli’s suggestion, not that all politics is violent but that the
violence of a founding may be the precondition to all politics.”30
Thus the evil of a founding violence is at the same time the good
that the foundation brings forth.
Euben’s elaboration of Arendt’s idea about the connection between individual mortality and politics as immortality is helpful. But
it should be pointed out that violence, in constituting the political
sphere to which Euben alludes, extends beyond the moment of the
founding of liberal states—which after all is a unique event in the
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history of each state, uniquely free in its constitutive violence, but
an event in the past, something that, while it may give many liberals
a bad conscience, is felt to be redeemed by the progressive elimination of political exclusions. More difficult is the question of the role
of mortal violence in the continuing maintenance of the good political life. For in liberal secular society, one that apparently abjures
political metaphysics, the morally autonomous individual has the
right to choose his own life, and the sovereign state has the right to
use violence in defense of the conditions for the good life. The right
to punish enemies at home and abroad is fundamental to law,31 and
state law gives the individual his/her identity as a modern citizen.
Richard Tuck, historian of early modern political thought, has argued persuasively that “there is a kind of violence within liberalism
of the Lockean type, which goes back to its origins in the violent
politics of the Renaissance, in which liberty and warfare (both civil
war and international conflict) were bound together.”32 A conception of politics as the pursuit of war by other means—inverted by
Clausewitz later in his famous aphorism—was born in that epoch,
as the state gradually acquired exclusive power to wage war externally and to impose punishments internally. That violence, Tuck
thinks, underlies liberal doctrine and practice today. It is not simply that the liberal state requires armies to defend itself and prisons to maintain order. It is rather that violence founds the law as
it founds the political community. Violence is therefore embedded
in the very concept of liberty that lies at the heart of liberal doctrine. That concept presupposes—so Tuck maintains—that the morally independent individual’s natural right to violent self-defense is
yielded to the state and that the state becomes the sole protector of
individual liberties, abstracting the right to kill from domestic politics, denying to any agents other than states the right to kill at home
and abroad.33 The right to kill is the right to behave in violent ways
toward other people—especially toward citizens of foreign states at
war and toward the uncivilized, whose very existence is a threat to civilized order. In certain circumstances, killing others is necessary, so it
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seems, for the security it provides. The arguments about preemptive
versus preventive war surrounding the U.S. invasion of Iraq are a
consequence of this doctrine.34 But while arguments go on interminably, decisive military action can be taken without its being held
accountable under humanitarian law—so long as the military belongs to a strong enough power.
The political interests of liberal democratic states are not confined to their sovereign territory, especially when the welfare of
populations depends on changing political, economic, and cultural
relations in other parts of the world. Whether military engagements
beyond sovereign territory are conducted for legitimate reasons
or not, they have always constituted an integral part of the right
to defend oneself and one’s way of life. It is a truism that industrial capitalism since the nineteenth century has been increasingly
destructive of forms of social life, that its markets have dislocated
persons and things throughout the world, that the pollution of its
factories and transport systems had disastrous effects on the natural environment and global climate that all humans inhabit. And yet
industrial capitalism is the volatile condition in which Western liberties have been constructed, defended, and gifted to the world. The
violent freedoms of industrial capitalism can be said to have constituted political life as the space of an earthly permanence that can
compensate for the death of the past—at the cost of a fatal threat
to the future. For the modern sovereign state has an absolute right
to defend itself, a defense that may—as the International Court of
Justice has held—legitimately involve the use of nuclear weapons.35
Suicidal war with incalculable global consequences exists in the liberal world as a legitimate possibility.36
But there is another, less dramatic aspect of modern state violence to which I want to draw attention and that informs liberal
politics. The mobilization of individuals within and by the sovereign democratic state and the care devoted to its population have
been at the heart of the liberal conception of the good life. And a
guarantee of that life is the citizen-soldier who is prepared to kill
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and die for it, yet whose health, longevity, and general physical
well-being are objects of the democratic state’s solicitude. Taken
together, these well-known facts hint at something unique about
the violence intrinsic to modern liberty. This has to do partly with
advanced technologies for death dealing. The fact that modern warfare has given birth to numerous inventions is well known. These
include improved techniques for destruction, of course, but also for
the restoration of human life. Important developments in surgery,
psychiatry, and psychology, as well as in nursing and hospital administration, are famously connected with the demands and consequence of modern war.
I quote at length from the military historian John Keegan:
Weapons have never been kind to human flesh, but the directing principle behind their design has usually not been that of maximizing the
pain and damage they can cause. Before the invention of explosives,
the limits of muscle power in itself constrained their hurtfulness; but
even for some time thereafter moral inhibitions, fuelled by a sense
of the unfairness of adding mechanical and chemical increments to
man’s power to hurt his brother, served to restrain deliberate barbarities of design. Some of these inhibitions—against the use of poison
gas and explosive bullets—were codified and given international force
by the Hague Convention of 1899; but the rise of “thing-killing” as opposed to man-killing weapons—heavy artillery is an example—which
by their side-effects inflicted gross suffering and disfigurement, invalidated these restraints. As a result restraints were cast to the winds,
and it is now a desired effect of many man-killing weapons that they
inflict wounds as terrible and terrifying as possible. The claymore mine,
for instance, is filled with metal cubes . . . , the cluster bomb with jagged metal fragments, in both cases because that shape of projectile
tears and fractures more extensively than a smooth-bodied one. The
HEAT and HESH rounds fired by anti-tank guns are designed to fill
the interior of armoured vehicles with showers of metal splinters or
streams of molten metal, so disabling the tank by disabling its crew.
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And napalm, disliked for ethical reasons even by many tough minded
soldiers, contains an ingredient which increases the adhesion of the
burning petrol to human skin surfaces.37 Military surgeons, so successful over the past century in resuscitating wounded soldiers and repairing
wounds of growing severity, have thus now to meet a challenge of wounding
agents deliberately conceived to defeat their skills.38

Keegan points to a double passion. It is as though advances in the
surgeon’s healing art, on the one hand, and the production of ever
more ingenious ways of wounding and maiming, on the other, were
locked in an endless game of mutual provocation, of death and of
life, which rich and technically advanced liberal states can play with
endless variation.
I return finally to Euben’s point about the violence necessary to
the founding of liberal political community. Violence, I argue, is not
only a continuous feature of such a community. The absolute right
to defend oneself by force becomes, in the context of industrial capitalism, the freedom to use violence globally: when social difference
is seen as backwardness and backwardness as a source of danger
to civilized society, self-defense calls for a project of reordering the
world in which the rules of civilized warfare cannot be allowed to
stand in the way. The political theorist Margaret Canovan has expressed this view by way of a memorable metaphor: “Liberalism is
not a matter of clearing away a few accidental obstacles and allowing humanity to unfold its natural essence. It is more like making a
garden in a jungle that is continually encroaching. . . . But it is precisely the element of truth in the gloomy pictures of society and
politics drawn by critics of liberalism that makes the project of realizing liberal principles all the more urgent. The world is a dark place,
which needs redemption by the light of a myth.”39 The violence at
the heart of liberal political doctrine makes this clear: the right to
self-defense eventually calls for a project of universal redemption.
Another way of putting this is to say (although Canovan is not so
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explicit) that some humans have to be treated violently in order that
humanity can be redeemed.
But there is something else. The right of liberal democratic states
to defend themselves with nuclear weapons—and this seems to be
accepted by the international community—is in effect an affirmation that suicidal war can be legitimate. This leads me to the thought
that the suicide bomber belongs in an important sense to a modern
Western tradition of armed conflict for the defense of a free political
community: To save the nation (or to found its state) in confronting
a dangerous enemy, it may be necessary to act without being bound
by ordinary moral constraints. As Walzer writes: “A morally strong
leader is someone who understands why it is wrong to kill the innocent and refuses to do so, refuses again and again, until the heavens are about to fall. And then he becomes a moral criminal (like
Albert Camus’s ‘just assassin’) who knows that he can’t do what he
has to do—and finally does.”40 In this reasoning, can the killing of
innocents by taking one’s own life be the final gesture of a morally
strong leader?

So how unique is suicide bombing? If it is special—and I believe that
in a sense it is—this is not because of the motives involved. Intentions may be validly deduced from actions in the sense that they
define the primary shape of the action (the agent deliberately kills
himself together with others, and that is what makes it a particular kind of action), but motives are to be distinguished from causes,
because we speak of motives when we demand an explanation in
terms of reasons: “Why did he do it?” Not everything that is done
has a motive, by which I mean that we ask for an explanation in
terms of motive only when we are suspicious of what the action
means. We are not satisfied with “He did it because he wanted to kill
others (whom he regards as his enemies) by killing himself.” We ask:
Why?—and assume that there is something bizarre about the action.
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But motives themselves are rarely lucid, always invested with emotions, and their description can be contested. They may not be
clear even to the actor. Most important, explanations in terms of
motives depend on typologies of action that are conventionally recognized and to which individuation is central: for example, by the
judicial system that determines (by using one or other psychological theory) guilt and innocence, or by theologies of salvation that
trace the origin and consequence of sin, or by a secular theory of
the unconscious that claims to make us understand our perplexed
unhappinesses. The uniqueness of suicide bombing resides, I think,
elsewhere. It resides, one might say, not in its essence but in its contingent circumstance.
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i n t h i s f i n a l c h a p t e r , I want to move away from the preoccupation with the meaning of suicide bombing and with the question
of what motivates the bombers to kill innocent civilians by dying—
of why people choose death rather than life. I want to reframe the
question. I want to ask: Why do people in the West react to verbal
and visual representations of suicide bombing with professions of
horror? Unimaginable cruelties perpetrated in secret or openly, by
dictatorships and democracies, criminals and prison systems, racially oriented immigration policies and ethnic cleansing, torture
and imperial wars are all evident in the world today. What leads liberal moralists to react to suicide bombings with such horror? Why
are there so many articles, books, TV documentaries, and films on
the topic?1 Why are people—myself included—so fascinated and
disturbed by it? In what follows, I offer a tentative answer by looking
at some modern conceptions of killing and dying that have emerged
out of the Judeo-Christian tradition.
In a review of two books on Palestinian suicide bombers, the British psychoanalyst Jacqueline Rose notes that suicide operations do
not kill as many civilians as conventional warfare does, and yet people react to them with exceptional horror. “The horror,” she writes,
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“would appear to be associated with the fact that the attacker also
dies. Dropping cluster bombs from the air is not only less repugnant:
it is somehow deemed, by Western leaders at least, to be morally superior. Why dying with your victim should be seen as a greater sin
than saving yourself is unclear. Perhaps, then, the revulsion stems
partly from the unbearable intimacy shared in their final moments
by the suicide bomber and her or his victims. Suicide bombing is an
act of passionate identification—you take the enemy with you in a
deadly embrace.”2
Rose is right to contrast reactions to the massive killing of civilians in World War II—the saturation bombing of Japanese and Germany cities—with Western reactions to suicide bombers. (How does
one compare the suffering of those who survive in the two cases?)
Her question about horror is important, but she doesn’t quite answer
it. “The horror would appear to be associated with the fact that the
attacker dies,” she observes acutely but then moves—too quickly—
from the reaction of horror on the part of those who confront it as an
image to a puzzlement about the perpetrator’s moral status (“Why
dying with your victim should be seen as a greater sin than saving
yourself is unclear.”) The latter shifts our attention again to the question of what motivates the suicide bomber to take his own life. Although Rose is a sophisticated commentator, her account leads the
reader to lose sight of the matter of the observer’s sense of horror.
So: Why the horror? Is it because death and dismemberment happen suddenly in the midst of ordinary life? Aerial bombing does give
at least some warning (sirens, searchlights, the drone of airplanes,
the distant explosions), however ineffective the immediate possibilities of shelter may be. (Hiroshima and Nagasaki, on the other hand,
were atom-bombed without any warning and with no opportunity
for civilian escape.) There is no warning—so it is often said—when
the suicide bomber strikes her victims out of the routine of everyday
living. There is something to this, but as an explanation it seems
to me inadequate to account for the more muted reactions to the
continuing death or maiming of adults and children by land mines
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in the third world. True, for the Western media, the sudden death
of Europeans is more shocking than that of non-Europeans, and
there are historical reasons for focusing on non-European militants
who kill Europeans. Western reports of Tamil suicide bombers in Sri
Lanka and even of the many suicide bombers in occupied Iraq attacking fellow Iraqis do not display the same horror—or evoke it in
a Western audience. All of this may be true, but it still doesn’t tell us
why horror is expressed, when it is genuinely expressed, and what it
consists in.
There is certainly something distinctive about a suicide attack,
and part of it is this: The bomber appears as it were in disguise; he
appears anonymously, like any member of the public going about
his normal business. An object of great danger, he is unrecognized
until it is too late. Signs taken innocently are other than they appear. There is also something else, however, something that Rose
identifies but does not go on to address: “The horror would appear
to be associated with the fact that the attacker dies.” Why is that significant? Every death of human beings that is witnessed, every sudden death of someone spatially or socially near, may evoke violent
emotions: anguish, fear, rage. What is special about suicide?
In the Abrahamic religions, suicide is intimately connected with
sin because God denies the individual the right to terminate his own
earthly identity. In the matter of his/her life, the individual creature
has no sovereignty. Suicide is a sin because it is a unique act of freedom, a right that neither the religious authorities nor the nationstate allows. Today, the law requires that a prisoner condemned to
death be prevented from committing suicide to escape execution; it
is not death but authorized death that is called for. So, too, all other
convicts in prison, all soldiers in battle, and the terminally ill cannot
kill themselves, however good they think their reasons for doing so
may be. The power over life and death can be held legitimately only
by the one God, creator and destroyer, and so by his earthly delegates. But although individuals have no right to kill themselves, God
(and the state) gives them the right to be punished and to atone.3
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In antiquity, by contrast, suicide was neither a sin nor a crime,
although it was typically the elites, to whom that freedom was a
personal entitlement, who could legitimately take their own lives.
Political authorities could offer suicide to members of the elite as
a legal option to being judicially executed (Socrates is perhaps the
most famous example). Nietzsche insisted that this suicide not only
foreshadowed the Crucifixion but was also, like the latter, despicable because both were “undefiant deaths” (thought there is an important difference here to which I’ll return: Socrates’ death was a
private suicide, carried out in the small company of friends;4 the
Crucifixion a public demonstration of punishment and redemption). Nevertheless, it is not the fact that the subject has chosen suicide that critics like Nietzsche object to but its manner and meaning. They are asserting the secular humanist principle that fighting
against the demands of external power is a sign of nobility. There is
nothing horrible, so they seem to say, in violent death itself, only in
the motive that defines it.5
But first: What is horror? Horror is not a motive but a state of being.
Unlike terror, outrage, or the spontaneous desire for vengeance, horror has no object. It is intransitive. I find Stanley Cavell helpful here.
“Horror,” he writes, “is the title I am giving to the perception of the
precariousness of human identity, to the perception that it may be
lost or invaded, that we may be, or may become, something other
than we are, or take ourselves for; that our origins as human beings
need accounting for, and are unaccountable.”6 Horror, Cavell observes, is quite different from fear; it is not the extreme form of fear
that we call “terror.” If fearlessness is a possible alternative to terror,
there is no parallel alternative to horror. I want to stress that in this
sense horror applies not only to the perception that our own identities are precarious but also those of other humans—and not only
the identity of individual humans but also that of human ways of
life. As understood here, horror is not essentially a genre—the horror film or novel—that articulates a plot: sudden discovery of evil,
fear of disaster. Horror is a state of being that is felt. Horror explodes
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the imaginary, the space within which the flexible persona demonstrates to itself its identity.
Let me concretize the idea of horror by reference to published accounts of suicide operations. The accounts typically refer to the sudden shattering and mingling of physical objects and human bodies.
Here is a long description of such an event in Jerusalem:
With my back turned to the door as I sat at the counter of a pizza
parlor waiting for my order, I didn’t see a man try to enter with a
backpack slung over his shoulder. The pack contained a bomb. When
a suspicious guard turned him away, the man ran to the door of the
coffeehouse 20 feet away and blew himself up as two guards rushed
him, shouting, “Duck, everybody!” I saw a flash out of the corner of
my eye and an instant later heard the crack of an explosion. I knew
instantly a suicide bomber had struck. “Damn, they’ve hit Jerusalem,”
I thought as I ran toward the door. The eerie silence in the immediate
aftermath was broken first by the sound of a woman’s whimper blossoming into a full-blown scream. As I hit the five or six steps down to
the street, a woman in shock swept past me with her arm extended,
looking at her bloody hand as though it were a foreign object. The first
thing I saw was the severed, bloody head of the suicide bomber, sitting upright in the middle of the street like a Halloween fright mask.
The sight was confirmation of an ugly truth I had learned from Israeli
police spokesman Gil Kleiman at the day’s first bombing. “The weakest part of your body is your neck,” Kleiman told me after a worker
had climbed a 20-foot ladder to retrieve the bomber’s head, which the
blast had torn from his body. The acrid smell of dynamite and burned
hair was in the air. In the coffeehouse, the walls were charred and the
floor was littered with shattered furniture. There was no movement.
A fluorescent light glowed behind the counter. “Stop looking around.
Do something. Help,” I told myself. Two feet away on the asphalt
was a woman, her skin ghostly pale. Later, from newspaper photos,
I learned the woman’s name was Nava Applebaum. Her father was
the emergency room director of a hospital and a specialist in treating
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suicide bombing victims. He had met Nava there to have a fatherdaughter talk on the eve of her wedding. For her wedding, the 50-yearold Cleveland-born doctor had prepared a book with sayings from
family members and himself, biblical passages and marital advice.
Twisted bodies. Applebaum, 20, was curled on her side gasping for
breath, her father’s body eight feet away, his back and head smoldering. I wasn’t sure what the force of the blast had done to her internal
organs, but either the concussion of the blast or her collision with the
pavement had twisted her left arm at the shoulder and elbow in a direction a limb is not intended to go. The heat of the blast had singed
her hair gray. I huddled next to her and pressed my fingers against
two dime-sized holes that shrapnel had torn in her neck. . . . As ambulances arrived and Israeli police and rescue workers responded, I
yelled to catch their attention. One worker, then two, joined me. One
felt for a pulse. His shoulders sagged. Nava was dead, along with six
others. They placed her body on a gurney and rushed it away.7

The account I have just quoted reflects feelings of anger, distress, and compassion. But one gets a glimpse of something else,
too, a sense of something distinct from sympathy for the suffering of victims and survivors or from outrage at the destruction of
human life: the woman’s bloody hand is described as an alien thing;
the bomber’s head in the street as a fright mask; a man’s back and
head burn like coal; his daughter’s arm is not a natural limb. One
is presented here not just with a scene of death and wounding but
with a confounding of the body’s shapes. It is as though the familiar, reassuring face of a friend had disintegrated before one’s eyes.
All this is interwoven with touching details (names and personal
histories of some of the victims) based on information that could
only have been acquired long after the event described so dramatically—by which I don’t mean to imply that it is untrue but that it is
a construction. The narrative is intended as a way of making readers
feel the horror of a suicide bombing, to feel helpless in the face of a
sudden attack against everyday life and, above all, the loss of that
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ordinariness in which human identity resides. There are two crucial
things here: the writer’s visceral sense of horror (which might have
been felt witnessing a terrible accident) and his reconstruction of it
specifically as the work of a suicide bomber.
In fact, horror is more often encountered in recitations of war,
most acutely in retrospect by those who have experienced it. Theodore Nadelson, a psychiatrist who treated Vietnam veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, has written about their experiences of war, its terrors and enchantments. He has also written
briefly (too briefly) of the aesthetics and pornography of killing,8 the
sense that many soldiers in war have of affirming life through the
very destruction of other human beings (regardless of whether they
are noncombatants), their erotic involvement with death (including
their own), and the intoxication with killing that Marines call “eyefucking.”9 I reproduce at length one of the many accounts given to
him by anguished patients:
I got a photograph. I’m holding two heads—standing there holding
two heads by their hair. Can you believe it? Well, there were other
guys walking around with heads on poles—like savages, like long
ago . . . and nothing un-normal about it, that’s the un-normal part—it
was normal, real, it was accepted. They took a picture of me. That’s
how I remember it because of the photo. That’s why I still have it—reminds me of those times—without the picture I won’t believe it in
peacetime. . . . In ’Nam you always got something to do, ambush,
clean out a VC [Vietcong] tunnel . . . you do it so you can get out, get
food, get water, and maybe, but you don’t want to think of it, you
[will] get back home, back to the “real world.” But now you are in hell
and you act it. You don’t dare think of home, no way. If you try to get
home, you worry about trying to save yourself, you get dead. So nothing matters. The VC I killed . . . Jesus! Well, you had to do it. You had
to do it to get out of there. I didn’t care about the VC—they would
have killed me. But the women and kids? First I was picking them
[children] up after the gunships shot up a ville. Then I capped them
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too. They’d grow up to kill you—maybe that was the story. But that’s
crazy—but like I said crazy was normal there. Unless you accepted
that as normal, you could not live through it. They would do things,
then it’s over, and you go on. Hell, they [the VC] would do it to you,
you have to do it to them a hundred times harder and worse. . . . So
these guys found these women in a village and they started to rape
them. Yeh, and they are banging away, and then they take out their
K-bars, for God’s sake! And they are stabbing them, crazy, out of control, and banging away—crazy—and still doing it when the women
are dead. You understand? Maybe you understand . . . but it isn’t possible to get people to understand who were not there. It was terrible
what I—we did—but we all did it, those good guys I knew. All good,
do anything for you. I can say it, I loved them. . . . But the worst thing
I can say about myself is that while I was there I was so alive. I loved
it the way you can like an adrenaline high, the way you can love your
friends, your tight buddies. So unreal and the realest thing that ever
happened. Un-fucking-imaginable. And maybe the worst thing for
me now is living in peacetime without a possibility of that high again.
I hate what the high was about, but I loved the high.10

Nadelson’s patients, all deliberately trained by the state to become determined killers, were not unusual as troubled veterans
go—and neither were their reported experiences, their painful sense
of confusion that the experiences gave rise to.11 They not only try—
with evident difficulty—to narrate what they have done to others
(and themselves) in war, to articulate and separate entangled feelings of tenderness and cruelty; they are in the end unable to give a
coherent account of themselves as human beings. The narrator is
at once perpetrator and victim. The inability to recount that experience, to grasp it verbally, is essential to its horror. Dave Grossman
writing of the “sea of horror that surrounds the soldier and assails
his every sense” in battle, quotes from a World War II soldier’s memoir: “You tripped over strings of viscera fifteen feet long, over bodies
which had been cut in half at the waist. Legs and arms, and heads
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bearing only necks, lay fifty feet from the closest torsos. As night
fell the beachhead reeked with the stench of burning flesh.”12 But
in this narrative there is no specific perpetrator, only an attempt to
depict the horrific experience of war. Horror itself requires no culprit, although it can be discursively fed into the nation-state’s claim
to find one through the law. (The law is nothing if it does not define
culprits.)

In eighteenth-century Europe, aesthetic and religious reflection
turned directly to the idea of horror. In A Philosophical Enquiry into the
Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757), Edmund Burke
argued that pain and pleasure were incompatible (such that more
of one meant less of the other) but that pain always evoked greater
passions than pleasure. Pleasure, however, was not to be confused
with what he called “delight”: precisely because the latter can be attached to pain and danger, it draws us in horrified fascination to catastrophes. The power that excites this mixture of delight and pain
is Burke’s “Sublime,” a power that cannot be clearly defined (delimited). Hence infinite emptiness, darkness, and silence were inhuman,
manifestations of a timeless absence of form—and therefore not
only a source of fear of the unknown but also of awe experienced as
horror. Burke does not mention the Crucifixion, but the catastrophic
and brutal death it represents is at once an object of horror and of
love—and thus sublime. (For Freud, the Sublime was a survival from
the forgotten psychic condition of childhood in which the earliest
horrors of an unformed self were encountered, but as a quasi-religious experience it was also to be understood as the return of the
primitive in an apparently modern and secular context.)
There is, of course, a well-known theological response to the horror of formlessness that early modern Christians were more than
familiar with: In the Bible, it is the power of the deity that gives
form and identity to something without it (“And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep”).
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According to Genesis, the creation of the world consisted in giving
form and identifying each form by name (“And God called the dry
land Earth; and the gathering together of the waters called he Seas:
and God saw that it was good”). The culmination of this work, of
course, is man—who named and thus identified every living creature—and then woman. Only the shaping, naming, and maintaining
work of the deity keeps horror at bay for humans; that is one reason
every step in the formation of the world, as represented in Genesis,
is repeatedly pronounced “good.” Yet the deity himself, to the extent
that he is limitless and indescribable, remains a source of horror,
the only power capable of destroying all form, of absorbing all identities. From horror, refuge may be taken in reverence.
The Bible is full of destructive as well as creative acts in which
identities are undermined or claimed. The most famous example in
the Old Testament of autodestruction that is also a creation is recorded in chapter 16 of Judges. Samson, scourge of the Philistines, is
eventually taken captive by them through the treachery of his foreign wife, Delilah, depilated, and blinded.13 But in prison his hair (and
with it his strength) grows again, and in the temple of the idol Dagon,
where the Philistines are gathered in large number, he carries out his
terrible deed of ritual destruction. The Bible recounts this story—the
killing of a large number of unsuspecting innocents, including the
boy who had led Samson in his blindness—as an act of triumph. It
is a religious suicide through which God’s enemies are killed with
God’s assistance and a new political world is initiated. Samson’s final
act redeems not only his own heroic status but also his people’s freedom. The Bible doesn’t linger over his motives; instead, it describes
the ceremonial nature of his burial and hints at a new collective beginning—at what we would now say is the making of history.
As a narrative of struggle, betrayal, and suffering, the Samson
myth has lent itself to various modern projects, secular and religious. It has been used in numerous works—operas, poems, paintings, novels, and movies—in the history of Western art. Perhaps
this is because the spectacular final act of suicide and destruction
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is art—or, at any rate, the aesthetic performance of an idea.14 In the
celebrated seventeenth-century poem Samson Agonistes, John Milton identified himself in his blind days with the captive hero and
prophesied the ultimate victory of his side (faithful to the God of
Abraham) over the royalist worshippers of the false god Dagon. The
horror of a mass killing is translated into a story of redemption. But
there is something more than an allegorical reading here. Frank
Prince, poet and Milton scholar—and editor of the Oxford edition of
Samson—speaks of the “beauty of moral severity” displayed by this
great work: “Intransigence of judgement, firmness of faith, the acceptance of both action and suffering, are themselves moving and
beautiful,” he writes.15 Whatever one may think of this critic’s suggestion, it is evident that the aesthetic sensibility in Milton’s Samson
is multiple and not reducible to the singularity of mere pathology.
Interestingly, the story is also told as a national myth of secular
redemption through the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine.
In 1927 the revisionist Zionist Ze’ev Jabotinsky rewrote it as a simple,
romantic novel, in which motives are fleshed out and realist detail
added. Even the Philistine guards (invented by Jabotinsky) are given
a dignified end in the destruction of the temple. They are representatives of a nation who, with typical fatalism, must accept their own
defeat in the face of a new power—a new truth—in the land.16 Here,
as in all recountings of the story, Samson is not the destroyer of
identity but the creator of one that is heroic—although the heroism
of Jabotinsky’s nationalist tale is quite different from the one Milton
depicted. Jabotinsky has no sense of the tragic, merely an eye for the
exotic in the public theater of violence.
Today, in Israel, Jewish children are taught to revere Samson the
hero as the archetypal “tough Jew.” According to a recent book by
the Israeli writer David Grossman, the story of Samson articulates
the problematic quality of Israel’s use of power. Grossman thinks
that, like the biblical hero, Israel has not yet developed a proper
awareness of its immense strength. Grossman explains this in psychoanalytic terms: in the case of Samson, via a speculative history
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of an emotionally deprived childhood; in the case of the Jews, with
reference to a long history of victimization. The contemporary Jewish state, unaware of its own strength, tends to resort too quickly
to force—and to use it excessively without being fully conscious of
what it is doing. The myth of Samson, Grossman suggests, accounts
for the mythic, uncontrolled quality of Israeli power; that power is
reflected in and performed through a tragic story.17
Clearly, when aggressive suicide is read as the initiation and affirmation of collective identity, it does not invite an immediate response of helpless horror. Sometimes, however, the possibility of
unimaginable horror is deliberately and publicly hinted at, as in the
name Israel has chosen for its nuclear arsenal: “the Samson option.”
That option is the readiness to undertake a nuclear strike that, in a
very narrow geographical space, will certainly result in the joint destruction of Israel together with its enemies. The horror that is deliberately displayed here as a chosen possibility is embedded in the
state’s narrative of virtue: of its duty to use any means to defend its
way of life. But, of course, horror conveyed discursively is not horror
directly experienced.

I turn now specifically to the dissolution of the human body and the
horror this generates.
In Purity and Danger,18 Mary Douglas famously argued that in every
culture, whether primitive or modern, things are categorized according to distinctive criteria whose confusion is viewed as an outrage.
When boundaries are breached—when form is endangered—they
must be restored: rituals of avoidance, punishment, and purification
are ways of doing just that. It is the absence of rituals for dealing
with transgression, not the fact of “matter out of place,” that generates horror.
Purity and Danger was a seminal anthropological work that inspired
much scholarship in several disciplines on the subject of taboo. One
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wishes, however, that Douglas had had more to say about power, as
an earlier anthropologist to whom she is indebted had done. In his
posthumous book Taboo,19 Franz Steiner pointed out that in its original Polynesian context the word indicated danger, and since the
idea of danger is at once political and metaphysical (even the word
“danger” once signified “being in the power of, under the dominion
of”), it is linked to a range of practices by which attempts are made
to protect valued identities, beliefs, and forms of life. Put another
way, the anxiety that what is valued is being menaced can be dealt
with by systematic distancing, expulsion, and punishment.
Steiner’s tracing of a genealogy of the concept “taboo” (which had
found its way from anthropology into psychoanalysis) problematizes the way in which the concept of “the sacred” was deployed in
anthropological theology. At the same time, he also rejects Freud’s
assumption that primitives were like neurotics in confusing veneration with horror, the former being an attitude that was rationally
justifiable and the latter not. The confusion, according to Freud,
consisted in an inability to distinguish what was really dangerous
to the self from what was merely imagined to be so. (Steiner could
have pointed out, but does not, that the two are not equivalent: veneration is an action within a relationship; horror is a frozen state of
being.) Against Freud’s elision of the primitive and the infant, Steiner insisted that religion was concerned in different ways with powers that threatened or defended the integrity of being human. But it
is particularly his discussion of the chiefly political organization in
Polynesia—the context in which the word “taboo” was first identified by Europeans in the eighteenth century and then later generalized to a range of different phenomena—that opens up another avenue for understanding horror in relation to power’s ability to impose
limits (taboos) where these have been transgressed. These include
the familiar religious sins of heresy, blasphemy, and sacrilege or, in
a secular world dominated by the modern nation-state, the crimes
of treason and terrorism. The horror that these acts may produce is
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the result of their deliberate transgression of boundaries that separate the human from the inhuman, the creature from the Creator.
Horror is the total loss of practical and mental control.
Thus, while dominion—divine or worldly—is typically concerned
to deal with the crossing of limits that variously constitute the
human and to require restorative work when transgressions occur,
it does not forbid the killing of human life itself. On the contrary,
power dissolves living bodies as punishment for outrages committed or as sacrifice in “just” wars. But it also regulates the transformation of all dying bodies—the transition from life to death—by way of
mortuary and mourning rites, cemeteries and war memorials. The
body of the deceased is central to these rituals of transition from the
world of the living to the world inhabited by the dead, and mourners may experience horror if the rituals of transition are ignored
and profaned. Relatives of the deceased may experience considerable disquiet if the corpse is irretrievable in its entirety—whether
this be the result of drowning at sea or to an explosion—so that it
can be properly dealt with, honored, or appeased. That is one reason
why the modern state (“representative of the nation”) seeks to obtain the dead bodies of its soldiers both during and after hostilities.
For those who believe in another world as well as those who don’t,
the indeterminate status of the recently dead is a source of great
anxiety because death threatens the identity of the living to whom
the deceased was bound. Proper words and gestures—even angry
ones—are a means of responding appropriately to this threat. They
serve—in the funerary rites and later—to incorporate death into the
predictable continuity of a form of life and thereby to suppress the
thought that it is life that is contingent.20 Thus it is not the occurrence of death as such in which horror resides but the manner in
which it occurs and how the dead body is dealt with by the living.
The transition from life to death by social reincorporation can also
take the form of public punishment, including ritualized torture.
In Les larmes d’Éros (1961), Georges Bataille refers to a photograph—one of several—of a young Chinese man being subjected to
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the ritual punishment of “the hundred pieces,” in which he is slowly
cut up alive. The photograph was taken in 1905 and reproduced in
1923 by Georges Dumas in his Traité de psychologie. Bataille writes:
I have been told that in order to prolong the torture, opium is administered to the condemned man. Dumas insists upon the ecstatic
appearance of the victim’s expression. There is, of course, something
undeniable in his expression, no doubt due at least in part to the
opium, which augments what is most anguishing about this photograph. Since 1925 I have owned one of these pictures. . . . I have never
stopped being obsessed by this image of pain, at once ecstatic and
intolerable. . . . What I suddenly saw, and what imprisoned me in anguish—but which at the same time delivered me from it—was the
identity of these perfect contraries, divine ecstasy and its opposite,
extreme horror.21

Part of the horror for Bataille seems to lie in the fact that the victim’s
face exhibits unbearable pain that is at the same time an expression
of orgiastic abandon—the horror in this case is not, as he says here,
the opposite of the latter but the union of the two.
Late medieval paintings on death, punishment, and atonement
typically juxtapose youthful beauty with its ugly end: famously, they
dwell on the inevitability of human decay, the fleeting (and often
costly) character of pleasure. The punitive character of medieval
Christian (and Muslim) morality has been much written about by
moderns. And yet in secular modernity eroticism is sometimes deliberately linked to sadism—the sex instinct, Freud said, is always
intertwined with the instinct of aggression. Of the paintings reproduced in Les larmes d’Éros, two might be seen as emblematic of this
intertwining. First: Hans Baldung Grien’s Love and Death (Vanitas)
(1510) shows a nude young woman with long tresses absorbed by
her image in a hand mirror and, hovering behind her with one arm
raised above her head and the other clutching at her modesty scarf,
a corpse whose decaying flesh barely conceals his skeletal frame—
a classic representation of memento mori. The second picture is
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André Masson’s Praying Mantis (circa 1920), which depicts a naked
woman lying—whether in ecstatic abandon or unbearable pain is
not clear—with a man-sized praying mantis atop her with one limb
in her crotch and his mandible kissing her face—or perhaps chewing at it. (Is this a misogynist allusion to the figure of the female
praying mantis biting off the head of the male after copulation?)
There is a long Christian tradition of depicting—in words and images—the agonies endured by sinners after death. But these medieval works do not deal with horror in Cavell’s sense; their purpose is
to evoke extreme fear of divine punishment in the hearts of sinful
believers. Masson’s secular representation, on the other hand, makes
no pretense at teaching a moral lesson. It simply illustrates in a disturbing way the Freudian proposition that the pleasure principle
and the death wish—copulation and suicide, love and murder—are
two faces of one natural reality. The sources of horror are already
here, in the way we live and die, and not in a world to come.
I return to the torture of “the hundred cuts.” What is represented
in that photograph is not merely the dissolution of a living human
body—and therefore of its identity. For Bataille, it also seems to be
an intimation of something else: the possibility that the distinctions
by which all recognizable, nameable human life is lived can be dissolved in ecstasy. Slowly, agonizingly, in exquisite delight—Burke’s
sense of “delight”—the living body of the condemned man becomes
a mound of dead flesh.22 In this transfiguration, the very possibility of ethics appears to be undermined. When no signs of the living
body can be relied on, the ground that sustains the sense of being
human—and therefore of what it is to be humane—collapses. What
seems to horrify is the ease with which the boundary between what
is alive and what is not—between the sanctity of a human corpse
and the profanity of an animal carcass—can be crossed.
In 1949 Georges Franju made a documentary about a slaughterhouse in a Parisian suburb called Blood of the Beasts (Le sang des bêtes)
that was to become a classic of surrealist cinema. The studied depiction of industrial death produces an effect of overwhelming horror
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in most audiences. Adam Lowenstein, in a fascinating monograph
on horror films, draws on Walter Benjamin’s idea of allegory to argue
that “Blood of the Beasts insists on disclosing connections between
everyday life and the horrors of history.”23 In particular, Lowenstein
joins critics who have made the connection between the grim labor
of the abattoir and the Holocaust. But I disagree here: the experience of horror (as opposed to the horror story) does not depend
on interpretation, whether allegorical or symbolic. It does not convey meanings: it is a state of being. The scenes of unbearable pain,
of blood-soaked death, of life transformed into meat—all depicted
unemotionally in the film—require no allegorical reading, no sudden discovery of evil. They do not symbolize the murder of human
beings. The routine killing of life is itself shocking, the treatment
of living animals as industrial products grotesque. The mechanized
killing in Nazi concentration camps was undoubtedly facilitated by
treating victims as untermenschen, as animals, and that is certainly
part of its horror. But the emotional effect of a documentary about
an abattoir at work does not depend on its being read as a Nazi
death camp. Horror, I want to insist, is essentially not a matter of
interpretation.24 When the viewer makes a connection between the
abattoir and the death camp, she has gone some way to mastering
horror and begun to develop an ethical judgment. What I want to
say is not that horror is natural (indeed, it is always mediated by
sediments and traces that have been inscribed in the body) but that
it requires no discursive effort.
Recall the utterly horrific suicide in Michael Haneke’s recent film
Caché: a brutal act of self-destruction (he slits his own throat as in
the ritualized slaughter of an animal) by a man who has never before shown any sign of violence or even any hatred for the person
who has done him terrible wrong. The force of the shock resides not
in anything representational but in the treatment of a human being
as an animal that has to be killed appropriately when it is to be consumed. But the power of the image (which is not a representation of
reality) is far greater than any story we invent for it. The protagonist,
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in whose presence the suicide occurs, is certainly horrified, but this
doesn’t open up for him any critical self-reflection. The point here is
not, as an unsympathetic reviewer of the film in the Nation put it,25
that the Arab conveniently kills himself in an act of symbolic selfnegation in relation to a Frenchman. Rather, it is the horrible impact
of that performance in itself that could (but doesn’t as far as the
protagonist is concerned) push viewers to reflect on the implications
of suppressed memory—biographical as well as national—that constitutes, at least in part, what individual modern subjectivities are.
By the end of the film, the protagonist is clearly in a state of shock,
but he doesn’t ask himself, “Why did he do this terrible thing? Was I
in some measure responsible?” Instead, he takes a sleeping pill and
asks his wife that he not be disturbed.
When Bataille writes, however, that he was horrified—and fascinated—by the photographic image, one needs to look at the faces of
the onlookers and of the executer in the picture: they do not seem to
express horror (any more than the workers in Franju’s abattoir do),
although they are looking not at an image but at the calculated act
of violence itself. This suggests that since the actual witnesses to the
ritualized punishment did not regard the scene as Bataille did, the
gap between representation and perception is where human identity resides and that it is the tension between them that constitutes
a permanent threat to it. The protagonist in Caché was probably horrified, but there is no evidence that he was able to move beyond that
state into one of self-understanding.
Beyond this intersubjective horror at the destruction of the
human body, one should perhaps mention another: the helplessness of an aging person regarding her own body, the body (perceived
in reflection) in which her identity has been rooted. “When I read in
print Simone de Beauvoir, it is a young woman they are telling me
about, and who happens to be me,” writes the author.
I thought one day when I was forty: “Deep in that looking glass, old
age is watching and waiting for me; it’s inevitable, one day she will
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get me.” She’s got me now. I often stop, flabbergasted, at the sight of
this incredible thing that serves me as a face. . . . While I was able
to look at my face without displeasure I gave it no thought, it could
look after itself. The wheel eventually stops. I loathe my appearance
now: the eyebrows slipping down toward the bags underneath, the
excessive fullness of the cheeks, and that air of sadness around the
mouth that wrinkles always bring. Perhaps the people I pass in the street
see merely a woman in her fifties who simply looks her age, no more, no less.
But when I look, I see my face as it was, attacked by the pox of time for which
there is no cure.26

There is, I think, a sense of horror—as Cavell conceives it—that
comes through in this passage, and not mere regret or disgust.
The significance of this process lies not in an awareness of approaching death or of weakening powers but in the irresistible dissociation between self and body, between, on the one hand, the stationary image of an embodied identity built up in one’s full vigor and,
on the other hand, a body less and less able to respond adequately
to the routines and expectations attached to that self-image. Memory mocks the present. If memory is the reproduction of the past
in the present, there is a parallel process in an aging body that reproduces the future in the present. Physical and mental decay are
not merely anticipated intellectually but embodied in the present
as extensions: failing eyesight, hearing, and strength; the loosening
of skin and muscle; the distortion of body and rotting of flesh. Passion, attention, and memory are together attenuated: unassisted,
life declines into nonlife. Whereas the past is lodged in uncertain
memories and is thus increasingly uncertain, the future acquires
an increasing physical reality. Inscribed in the body is an image of the
future that is nothing more than a continuous unbinding or emptying.27
Repressed horror typically attaches to that process.
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Subjects can and sometimes do end the perceived threat of decay
to their identity by committing suicide. (Note incidentally: suicide
bombers are never old, which suggests that agility and physical confidence are more important to their performance than an appropriate motive.) That drastic solution, however, is also an end to identity itself, at least for the subject, though not for those who survive.
For in modern society generally suicide tends to produce anguish
among those who are rejected by that self-punishment and who are
therefore compelled to bear within themselves the accusations of
the dead. When these accusations are unaccountable, unrelatable to
a remembered past, the anguish congeals as horror. In an important
sense, every suicide causes close relatives and lovers who are left
behind to die in some measure.
In the most famous suicide in Judeo-Christian history, however, a
suicide that helps to define the tradition, the potentiality of horror
is translated through a history of ethical interpretation and learnt
sensibility into a productive complex.
In that history, God’s only begotten son gave his life willingly and
deliberately in order to redeem mankind: the supreme sacrifice.28
Although he did not murder himself, he devised that he should be
cruelly killed. The Crucifixion has long been a model in Christendom
for legal punishment, so that a convicted victim’s suffering has been
seen as the repayment by which social and metaphysical order can
be restored, as a means of cultivating absent virtue, as an example
to others of the death that is at once sin and the cleansing of sin.29 In
fact, Christ’s indirect suicide—his public torture—constitutes a paradox: it is at once a loving gift and a model of unjust suffering. There
is an echo of this paradox in secular humanism: One must urge the
citizen-soldier to give up his life so that a particular way of life may
be reproduced—a sacrifice. And yet one may not permit the death
penalty because as a legal punishment it may be undeserved and as
inflicted death it is always irretrievable. Humanists—even secular
humanists—are impressed by the possibilities of repentance and
moral improvement. For them, the theological idea of redemption
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through repentance is a primary concern and often more important
than the subjection of humans to cruelty.30 As many reformers have
argued, although repentance may not be a substitute for suffering,
anguish is a sign that genuine repentance has occurred.
The Crucifixion is the divinely planned punishment of an innocent man, his vicarious suffering for humanity’s sins. It carries a terrible gift: life everlasting purchased by a cruel death. The success of
this supreme act of good is paradoxically dependent on a supremely
(and convolutedly) evil act: the betrayal by Judas of his master, in
which the latter colluded. The relevant passage in the Gospels makes
this clear:
When Jesus had thus said, he was troubled in spirit, and testified, and
said, ‘Verily, verily, I say unto you that one of you shall betray me.’
Then the disciples looked one on another, doubting of whom he spoke.
Now there was leaning on Jesus’ bosom one of his disciples, whom
Jesus loved. Simon Peter therefore beckoned to him, that he should
ask who it should be of whom he spoke. He then lying on Jesus’ breast
saith unto him, ‘Lord, who is it?’ Jesus answered, ‘He it is, to whom I
shall give a sop, when I have dipped it.’ And when he had dipped the
sop, he gave it to Judas Iscariot, the son of Simon. And after the sop
Satan entered into him. Then said Jesus unto him, ‘That thou doest,
do quickly.’ Now no man at the table knew for what intent he spoke
this unto him. For some of them thought, because Judas had the bag,
that Jesus had said unto him, ‘Buy those things that we have need of
against the feast’; or, that he should give something to the poor. He
having received the sop went immediately out: and it was night.”31

What is striking in this well-known passage is that Satan is said to
enter into Judas the moment he receives the order from Jesus to
perform the act that will initiate the great drama of salvation, an
expression of the paradox that the greatest gift to humanity must
pass through the worst of evil.
But once we come to Christ’s death, we are given to understand
that its cruelty resides not simply in his physical suffering but in
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the fact that all human beings are ultimately responsible for it by
reason of their sinful indifference. Thus cruelty consists not only in
the intentional infliction of suffering on others but in a deliberate
indifference to it. In the Crucifixion, however, the violent breaking
of the body is not an occasion for horror (as in the Chinese torture
of a hundred cuts); it becomes the source of a transcendent truth
through a story, a fable. It also constitutes, in and through violence,
the universal category of “the human” to whom the gift is offered
(unlike Samson’s suicide that reclaims the identity of a particular
nation). In short, in Christian civilization, the gift of life for humanity is possible only through a suicidal death; redemption is dependent on cruelty or at least on the sin of disregarding human life.
If the Crucifixion represents the truth of violence, what is its
significance in a secular age? In popular visual narratives (film, TV,
etc.), the male hero often undergoes severe physical punishment or
torture at the hands of ruthless men,32 but his acute suffering is the
very vindication of truth. The audience suffers with him and anticipates a healing. This replays a modern secular crucifixion story in
which the truth of the lonely figure is sustained by his willingness
to suffer in mind and in body, to undergo unbearable pain and ecstasy that can become through sympathy an exquisite part of the
spectator’s own sensibility.33
Modern liberal democracies are avowedly humanist and secularist, and liberals take their distance from the religious zealotry that
wreaked havoc in Europe’s early modernity. The medieval sensibilities that accompanied religious cruelties are regarded by them with
professed horror. Yet the genealogy of modern humanist sensibility
joins ruthlessness to compassion and proposes that brutal killing
can be at once the vilest evil and the greatest good. “With surprising
consistency, though to varying degrees over time and with shifting
emphases,” writes World War I historian Richard Gamble, “Americans have been habitually drawn to language that is redemptive,
apocalyptic, and expansive. Americans have long experienced and
articulated a sense of urgency, of hanging on the precipice of great
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change. . . . They have fallen easily into the Manichean habit of dividing the world into darkness and light, Evil and Good, past and future, Satan and Christ. They have seen themselves as a progressive,
redemptive force, waging war in the ranks of Christ’s army, or have
imagined themselves even as Christ Himself, liberating those in
bondage and healing the afflicted.”34 And more vividly, in the words
of American orators themselves, here is a direct analogy between divine sacrifice and the United States’ war casualties: “Christ gave his
life upon the cross that mankind might gain the kingdom of heaven,
while to-night we shall solemnly decree the sublimest sacrifice ever
made by a nation for the salvation of humanity, the institution of
world-wide liberty and freedom.”35
Historians of Christendom have stressed the importance of late
medieval thinking about atonement—particularly about Christ’s
final agony and its meaning for human redemption. They show how,
through image, word, and deed, Christ’s cruel death on the cross
helped to create among pious Christians a distinctive sensitivity to
human pain.36 A sign of one’s repentance was the measure to which
one empathized with the human suffering of Christ—of Christ who
was no longer (or not only) “the King” but also “the Man who restored man.”37
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, so-called Passion tracts,
depicting in great detail Christ’s pain and pathos, became very
popular and were produced in several European languages.38 The
painting and words in which Christ was represented as the ultimate
martyr and his life presented as the model for redemptive imitation
(Imitatio Christi) became an essential part of the Modern Devotion,
especially in its “stress on the personal relationship between Christ
and each individual.”39 This passive merging with Christ’s suffering
gave way eventually to secular sensibilities that assumed a more
active attitude to pain by refusing in all conscience that human suffering had any virtue whatever and elevating the virtue of compassion in relation to it. And yet, ironically, the idea of sacrificing individual life for the sake of national immortality in war as in peace
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has become quite familiar.40 If “dying for the nation” sounds a little
quaint and suspect to liberals today, “dying for democracy” seems to
be more respectable.41
I want to suggest that the cult of sacrifice, blood, and death that
secular liberals find so repellent in pre-liberal Christianity is a part
of the genealogy of modern liberalism itself, in which violence and
tenderness go together. This is encountered in many places in our
modern culture, not least in what is generally taken to be “just” war.
Take, for example, the moving volumes of war poetry written in the
early part of the twentieth century: some critics have noted that the
English poets of the Great War—Rupert Brooke, Siegfried Sassoon,
Wilfred Owen, Robert Graves—were able “to express gentleness, tenderness, loving kindness, and love for each other” only when their
readiness to kill was the accompaniment of these sentiments.42
Today, this contradiction is a part of a modern liberalism that
has inherited and rephrased some of its basic values from medieval
Christian tradition: on the one hand, there is the imperative to use
any means necessary (including homicide and suicide) to defend
the nation-state that constitutes one’s worldly identity and defends
one’s health and security and, on the other, the obligation to revere
all human life, to offer life in place of death to universal humanity; the first presupposes a capacity for ruthlessness, the second
for kindness. The contradiction itself constitutes a particular kind
of human subject whose functioning depends on the fact that the
contradiction has to be continually worked through without ever
being resolved.
“Dying to give life” is also found elsewhere in modern liberal
culture. Anthropologists who have studied the medical practice of
organ transplants write that the expression “giving life” is commonly used by organ procurement organizations.43 This phrase must
surely resonate, in a Western, humanist society, with Christ’s gift
of life to those who will receive it. But the use of this expression
suppresses two horrifying elements in the whole business of organ
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transplants: first, there is the market for body parts, in which the
transfer of life is dependent on the circulation of money; second,
and connected with this, is the incitement to violence on the bodies
of individuals ironically called “donors.” This is not merely because
there is a flourishing black market in organs secured in dubious circumstances from the healthy poor. It is also that certain kinds of
transplant (liver, heart, lung, etc.) rely on a new mode of determining death—brain death—that allows the rapid removal of fresh organs. Sophisticated new technologies and arguments are thus at the
center of what it means to die, to kill, to have an identity—at the
center of the seeming paradox that new life can be obtained from a
dead or terminated body, that one’s identity depends on a body that
is and yet is not entirely one’s own.44 State law in liberal democratic
societies seeks to resolve these problems of life and death, but it
is continually undermined by the way the modern culture of death
feeds our modern passion for life—at least our life.
I argued earlier against the idea of a clash between so-called
Judeo-Christian and Islamic civilizations. Others who have dismissed this thesis have begun to insist that the significant clash is
within Muslim society, between modern liberals and fanatics. But it
should be evident that there are disturbing contradictions in modernity, too. The contradiction between compassion and ruthlessness
and its capacity to generate horror in the liberal mind is a distinctively Western one.

For most witnesses, horror—a compound of pain and delight or (as
Bataille put it) of ecstasy and unbearable pain—is generated by the
unexpected image of a broken body, a shattered human identity. There
are few things as shocking as a sudden suicide in one’s presence. A
suicide operation, in which many die and are wounded, extends that
shock. A possible refuge from horrified helplessness in that case is
righteous anger directed at the perpetrator of the deadly violence.45
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So what happens if the perpetrator of death dealing dies of his
own free will at the very moment of his crime? What, in other words,
if crime and punishment are united? Refuge from the helplessness
of horror, as I said earlier, may be taken in enraged self-affirmation, in a rhetoric against death the dissolver of identity. It may also
lead to the construal of horror as a crime—to the desire to punish
the criminal, the separation of crime and punishment. Mortal vengeance separates by eventalizing, by countering death as loss with
death as restoration, the former a brutal crime and the latter a just
satisfaction. Durkheim’s famous thesis on criminal law, it may be
recalled, was that all legal punishment is based on a sense of popular outrage and is therefore motivated by passionate vengeance.46
Mortal vengeance is death for death, the democratic principle of
the substitutability of individuals, in death as in life. Revenge always
justifies itself as fighting back, which is why it requires that crime
and punishment be separated in time. It is when this eventalization
is impossible, as in suicide bombing, that a fundamental sense of
identity—of witnesses who identify with the dead and depend on
retributive justice to produce a sense of satisfaction—may be radically threatened and horror may seize them.
This returns me to the question with which I began: Why do
Westerners express horror at suicide terrorism—what is so special
about it? In trying to answer it, I offered several reasons, each of
which points to identity being destroyed, a process felt more acutely
by Europeans when they learn that Europeans have been killed by
non-Europeans—because that is where they have learned to invest
an aspect of their identity as humans. Let me spell these reasons out
briefly. First, an unexpected suicide is always shocking, especially so
when it also occurs in public and when it involves the shattering of
other human bodies and their belongings, a sudden disruption of
the patterns of everyday life, a violence in which death is unregulated by the nation-state. Warfare, of course, is an even greater violation of civilian “innocence,” but representations have sedimented
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in us so as to see that in principle war is legitimate even when civilians are killed—that in principle deaths in war (however horrible) are
necessary for the defense of our form of life. Here, the language of
“civilization” and “barbarism” comes readily to hand rather than the
more superficial “clash of civilizations.” The second reason is that
since crime and punishment, loss and restitution, are impossible to
separate and since that separation is essential to the functioning
of modern law on which liberal identities—and freedoms—depend,
deaths in suicide operations are especially intolerable. Third, there
are the tensions that hold modern subjectivity together: between individual self-assertion and collective obedience to the law, between
reverence for human life and its legitimate destruction, between the
promise of immortality through political community and the inexorability of decay and death in individual life. These tensions are necessary to the liberal democratic state, the sovereign representative
of a social body, but they threaten to break down completely when a
sudden suicide operation takes place publicly and when its politics
is seen not to spell redemption but mutual disaster. Finally, I suggest the possibility that a highly emotional thought imposes itself
on secular witnesses belonging to the Judeo-Christian tradition: the
thought that the meaning of life is, as Kafka put it, death and only
death. That catastrophic and brutal death can be, as the Crucifixion
taught believing Christians, an occasion of love for all the dead. This
is impossible on the occasion of a suicide bombing because there
is no redemption there—none for the perpetrator, none for the victims, and none for those who witness or contemplate the event.
In the suicide bomber’s act, perhaps what horrifies is not just
dying and killing (or killing by dying) but the violent appearance of
something that is normally disregarded in secular modernity: the
limitless pursuit of freedom, the illusion of an uncoerced interiority
that can withstand the force of institutional disciplines. Liberalism,
of course, disapproves of the violent exercise of freedom outside
the frame of law. But the law itself is founded by and continuously
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depends on coercive violence. If modern war seeks to found or to
defend a free political community with its own law, can one say that
suicide terrorism (like a suicidal nuclear strike) belongs in this sense
to liberalism? The question may, I think, be more significant than
our comforting attempts at distinguishing the good conscience of
just warriors from the evil acts of terrorists.
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i b e g a n t h e s e r e f l e c t i o n s about suicide terrorism immediately after September 11, 2001. Since then, there have been four assaults by the United States and its allies against “Islamic terror,” in
two of which (Afghanistan and Iraq) the USA was the major warring
party and in two (Gaza and Lebanon) the crucial political supporter
and arms supplier of the major warring party (Israel). At the time of
writing, all four wars are still ongoing and have already resulted in
massive losses of life that immeasurably exceed anything terrorists
have managed to do. This imbalance is not a matter of bad motives
versus good but simply of greater technological capability. Western
states (including Israel) have now massacred thousands of civilians
and imprisoned large numbers without trial; they have abducted,
tortured, and assassinated people they claim are militants and laid
waste to entire countries. Their opponents, no doubt, would have
done the same if they could. But this display of destruction leaves
me with several worrying questions to which I have no adequate
answers: (1) Is there something terrible about the mere fact of large
numbers being killed, or is it the notion of disproportionality that
disturbs? (2) If the civilized Western states did not intend the large
numbers of civilian deaths in the wars they have initiated, does this
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absolve their leaders of all culpability? (3) If the vast majority of the
citizens of these democratic countries support the destructive policies of their elected governments, are they in some sense also its
partial agents? I have read some of the debates on these matters
without becoming any the wiser.
In the long perspective of human history, massacres are not new.
But there is something special about the fact that the West, having set
up international law, then finds reasons why it cannot be followed in
particular circumstances. I find this more disturbing than the sordid
violence of individual terrorists. It seems to me that there is no moral
difference between the horror inflicted by state armies (especially if
those armies belong to powerful states that are unaccountable to international law) and the horror inflicted by insurgents. In the case
of powerful states, the cruelty is not random but part of the attempt
to discipline unruly populations. Today, cruelty is an indispensable
technique for maintaining a particular kind of international order,
an order in which the lives of some peoples are less valuable than
the lives of others and therefore their deaths less disturbing.
On BBC Radio 1 on Thursday, July 13, 2006, the well-known British actress Maureen Lipman was asked whether Israel’s military response to the actions of Hamas and Hezbollah wasn’t a little disproportionate. “What’s proportion got to do with it?” she replied, “It’s
not about proportion is it? Human life is not cheap to the Israelis.
And human life on the other side is quite cheap actually because
they strap bombs to people and send them to blow themselves up.”1
What Lipman meant by speaking of human life was, of course, not
human life but Jewish life. Indeed, it was not only that human life “on
the other side”—that is, Arab life—was quite cheap but precisely because it was cheap that it could be so treated by the Israeli army. The
perception that human life has differential exchange value in the
marketplace of death when it comes to “civilized” and “uncivilized”
peoples is not only quite common in liberal democratic countries;
it is necessary to a hierarchical global order. It is quite true that the
death of poor people in the world does not matter as much as the
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death of people in affluent societies. In saying this and acting on
this belief, the patterns of living and dying in the world come to be
affected by it.
All this is fairly familiar stuff, and yet our media and our political
potboilers remain obsessed with the ruthlessness of jihadists and
the dangers of an unreformed Islam. Some of those who focus on
this theme are probably driven by cynical motives, but for many if
not most the talk of an Islamic threat is closely connected to the
horrifying image of the suicide bomber. In this book, I have tried to
think about the reasons that make this image so compelling. I have
come to the conclusion that some of these reasons are religious, but
not religious in the sense that Western commentators take this to
mean. For the latter, suicide bombing is seen as a violent expression either of a perverted, totalitarian Islam or of a primordial (and
therefore irrational) religious urge that secularism has overcome.
When I refer here to religious reasons, I have in mind the complex
genealogy that connects contemporary sensibilities about organized
collective killing and the value of humanity with the Christian culture of death and love, a genealogy that I think needs to be properly
explored. For what needs to be identified here is not simply the willingness to die or to kill but what one makes of death—one’s own
and that of others.
The modern secular world retains a contradictory view of life
and death, although that view is not a simple replay of Christian
paradox. The genealogy I have referred to is not a line of patriarchal descent (A begat B who begat C); it is a shifting pattern of convergence and dispersal of contingent elements. The contradictions
are many, and their consequences unpredictable: On the one hand,
every individual must face his or her own mortality; on the other
hand, the science of genetics promises an unending life. On the one
hand, the sanctity of human life is valued above all things, while, on
the other, there is the sanction to kill and to die, and to do whatever
it takes, to defend a collective way of life. On the one hand, the life of
every human has equal value; on the other, the massacre of civilized
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humans is more affecting than that of the uncivilized. Good arguments (and bad) are available to anyone who wants to justify the
conduct of insurgents or of soldiers, of armies on the battlefield or
of torturers in state detention centers. Because in our secular world
all these forms of violent conduct are thought ultimately to secure
a kind of collective immortality—what some scholars call civil religion and others pseudoreligion.
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1. Nearly five years after the terrorist attack on September 11, and
three years after the devastating war in Iraq, public opinion in the
United States remains remarkably hostile to American Muslims.
A new Gallup poll [posted August 10, 2006] finds that many Americans—
what it calls “substantial minorities”—harbor “negative feelings or prejudices against people of the Muslim faith” in this country. Nearly one in four
Americans, 22%, say they would not like to have a Muslim as a neighbor.
While Americans tend to disagree with the notion that Muslims living in
the United States are sympathetic to al-Qaeda, a significant 34% believe
they do back al-Qaeda. And fewer than half—49%—believe U.S. Muslims are
loyal to the United States. Almost four in ten, 39%, advocate that Muslims
here should carry special I.D. That same number admit that they do hold
some “prejudice” against Muslims. Forty-four percent say their religious
views are too “extreme.” In every case, Americans who actually know any
Muslims are more sympathetic. The poll was taken at the end of July [2006]
and surveyed 1,007 adult Americans.
(www.editorandpublisher.com/eandp/news/
article_display.jsp?vnu_content_id=1002984956)
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2. For example, Alan Dershowitz, professor of law at Harvard, put the
prosecution’s case against Muslim suicide bombers: “Why do these
overprivileged young people support this culture of death, while impoverished and oppressed Tibetans continue to celebrate life despite
their occupation by China?” The answer was obviously religion—a
certain kind of religion: “The time has come to address the root
cause of suicide bombing: incitement by certain religious and political leaders who are creating a culture of death and exploiting the
ambiguous teachings of an important religion” (The Guardian [London], June 4, 2004).

3. I refer here not to such recent incidents as the Oklahoma bombings
but to something older and more deep-seated. For a hundred years
after the ending of slavery in the United States, African Americans in
the South lived in extreme fear. The primary instrument of this terror was the lynching by whites of alleged black murderers and rapists. Lynching was usually carried out in public and often involved
ritualized torture. The historian Richard Maxwell Brown describes
the crowds of spectators who assembled to witness such events, the
pain and mutilation inflicted on the victims, and the perfunctory or
nonexistent intervention by local law officers (Strain of Violence: Historical Studies of American Violence and Vigilantism [New York: Oxford
University Press, 1975, esp. pp. 217–18.) In her detailed analysis of
twelve hundred cases of blacks lynched by whites between 1882 and
1950, the sociologist Katherine Stovel labeled lynchings that incorporated ritual but did not take place before large crowds “terrorist
lynchings” (“Local Sequential Patterns: The Structure of Lynching in
the Deep South, 1882–1930,” Social Forces 79, no. 3 [March 2001]: 855).
This appellation is somewhat misleading, however, because virtually all such lynchings were demonstrative and therefore created
terror in the black community. As Brown notes, “The entire lynching
ritual was structured to give dramatic warning to all black inhabitants that the iron-clad system of white supremacy was not to be
challenged by deed, word, or even thought” (Strain of Violence, p. 218).
In this form of terrorism within a liberal democratic state, a racially
privileged part of the population systematically terrorizes its racially stigmatized fellow citizens while the state stands apart. Although
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lynchings have ceased, the social consequences of this violence are
deeply embedded in the pattern of U.S. race relations today.

4. This underlies the classic theory of the Atonement, first expressed
by the early church fathers and then revived by Martin Luther. See
Gustaf Aulen, Christus Victor: An Historical Study of the Three Main Types
of the Idea of Atonement (London: SPCK, 1931).
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in itself the seeds of worldly autonomy, which, when it comes to
fruition in atheistical modernity, does away with religion, the principle of an externally imposed destiny.

6. See the study by Youssef Courbage and Philippe Fargues entitled
Christians and Jews under Islam (London: I. B. Tauris, 1997), which
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as a nation-state. The nation’s leaders were not content to point to
the many victims who survived the genocidal experience and who
now lived in Israel but went on to claim the Israeli state as the sym-
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bolic survivor of that experience, as its historic fulfillment and redemption. Among other things, this has enabled the Palestinians
(failed resisters of Israeli state power, defeated enemies of the Zionist project) to be represented as the present representatives of Nazi
exterminism.
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more the better—uncover hidden dangers. Although the guide assimilates “militants” to “terrorists” and “anti-Americanism” to both,
it also explains why these equations are semantically justified: “Yet if
it is wrong to consider all Muslims terrorists, so is it wrong to assume
that all Muslim militants carry automatic weapons, wear scruffy
beards, and shout ‘Death to America.’ . . . It is precisely the Westernized intellectuals in Muslim countries who are most susceptible to
anti-Americanism and Islamic militancy. The posture seems to represent, in part, a recoil from the stresses of trying to assimilate to
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offended do we react with rage, and this reaction by no means necessarily reflects personal injury. . . . To resort to violence when confronted with
outrageous events or conditions is enormously tempting because of its
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inherent immediacy and swiftness. . . . The point is that under certain circumstances—acting without argument or speech and without counting the
consequences—is the only way to set the scales of justice right again. (Billy
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19. See, for example, Qur’ān karı̄m bi tafsı̄r al-imāmayn al-jalālayn jalāl addı̄n muhammad al-mahallı̄ wa jalāl ad-dı̄n as-suyūtı̄ (Damascus: Maktabat al-Mallah. 1978), pp. 256–57.
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In the Islamic tradition, as in medieval Christian texts, shahāda is
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21. Étienne, Les combattants suicidaires, p. 17.
22. See WHO Regional Office for Europe, “Changing Patterns in Suicide
Behaviour,” EURO Reports and Studies, vol. 74 (Copenhagen, 1982),
cited in Nadia Taysir Dabbagh, Suicide in Palestine: Narratives of Despair (London: Hurst, 2005), p. 10.
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the cruel civil war in Algeria and the suicide operations in Palestine
as aspects of a single problem, to equate Christian apocalyptic discourse with the language of Islamic militants, and to treat jihād as
virtually equivalent to istishhād. Freud’s notion of thanatos against
eros doesn’t help in the problem Étienne has set himself: Freud proposed that since everything living dies for internal reasons (dissolves
and becomes inorganic once again) “the aim of all life is death” and
so death constitutes a return to the origin (Sigmund Freud, Beyond
the Pleasure Principle (Standard Edition) [New York: Norton, 1961], pp.
45–46). Whatever else may be made of this idea, it cannot explain
why suicide operations take place in particular times and places.
In fact, Étienne’s focus on Islamic violence as a syndrome requiring
special explanation diverts the reader from attending to the centrality of violence and killing in all politics—including the politics that
liberals themselves value and defend.

25. Robert A. Pape, “Dying to Kill Us,” New York Times, September 22,
2003. Pape has elaborated his position in the form of a book: Dying to
Win: The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism (New York: Random House,
2005). This contains much interesting information, but the argument
is essentially the same as the one advanced in the article.

26. Jayyusi, “Subjectivity and Public Witness.”
27. Roxanne Euben, “Killing (for) Politics: Jihad, Martyrdom, Political Action,” Political Theory 30, no. 1 (2002), 9.

28. The assumption that jihādis have a single motivation—and are involved in a single project—is widely shared by many. Thus the
French expert on political Islam Olivier Roy, commenting on the July
7 London terror attacks, assumes that all acts of terror carried out by
Muslim militants, from New York to Bali, are attributable to an organization called al-Qaeda. Roy even includes the murder of Theo van
Gogh by a Dutch-born Muslim in his list of al-Qaeda atrocities and
argues that the terrorism perpetrated by al-Qaeda has nothing to do
with such things as U.S. interventions, Iraq, or Israel but with a determination “to provoke a clash of cultures” on a global scale. In my
opinion, Roy is too hasty in drawing such conclusions. Consider the
following points in his argument: (1) the al-Qaeda attacks of Septem-
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ber 11 preceded the U.S. invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq (but was
U.S. military, economic, and political intervention in the region absent before 2001?); (2) the U.S. military base in Saudi Arabia has been
removed without this affecting al-Qaeda hostility to the Saudi regime (but has the military, economic, and security alliance between
the United States and the Saudi rulers been dissolved together with
the base?); (3) al-Qaeda published statements barely mention Israel
(in fact, several do—but does their concern with Israeli suppression
of Palestinians require that al-Qaeda mention it in every proclamation?); (4) the insurgents in Iraq have no political aim, not even the
establishment of an Islamic state (but are attacks against a foreign
occupier—and its perceived collaborators—not a political aim?); (5)
the Spanish police have discovered attacks planned by al-Qaeda
after the withdrawal of Spanish troops from Iraq (perhaps—but is
every plot uncovered by the police a plot by al-Qaeda?). Roy’s assumptions do not prove that al-Qaeda is a central command center
responsible for acts of terror carried out throughout the world rather
than a source of inspiration for diffuse networks of militants who
believe they have grievances against the United States and its allies.
(See, incidentally, the excellent introduction by Bruce Lawrence to
his collection of pronouncements by Osama bin Laden: Messages to
the World [London: Verso, 2005].) That Muslim militants see the matter in terms of a global confrontation between a dominant United
States and its allies, on the one hand, and Islam, on the other, is true
(indeed, the United States is a global power, and it does deal with
those it sees as friends and enemies across the world), but all atrocities committed by Muslims do not add up to a single deadly motive.
In what sense, for example, did van Gogh’s murderer, “avenging an
insult to Islam,” and the London bombers, attacking ordinary Britishers “for the war in Iraq,” have the same motive? (See Roy’s piece
in Le Monde Diplomatique, English edition, August 2005.)

29. Euben, “Killing (for) Politics,” p. 22.
30. Ibid., p. 27.
31. The best-known (and most persuasive) statement of this view is
Robert Cover’s Narrative, Violence, and the Law (Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press, 1992).
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32. Richard Tuck, The Rights of War and Peace: Political Thought and International Order from Grotius to Kant (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1999), p. 195.

33. Although why the liberal autonomous individual would continue indefinitely to be bound by the original act of delegation even when
his self-interest dictates otherwise is not clear. Of course, the constituted state has awesome sanctions—coercive and manipulative—at
its disposal to make him obey, but then his obedience is no longer a
simple consequence of the social contract.

34. See Antony Anghie, Imperialism, Sovereignty and the Making of International Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), chap. 6.

35. Ibid., p. 294.
36. Thus Seymour Hersh: “Israeli field commanders have accepted nuclear artillery shells and land mines as battlefield necessities. . . . The
basic target of Israel’s nuclear arsenal has been and will continue to
be its Arab neighbors. Should war break out in the Middle East again
and should the Syrians and the Egyptians break through again as
they did in 1973 [Yom Kippur War], or should any Arab nation fire
missiles again at Israel, as Iraq did [in the 1991 Gulf War], a nuclear
escalation, once unthinkable except as a last resort, would now be
a strong possibility” (The Samson Option: Israel’s Nuclear Arsenal and
American Foreign Policy [New York: Random House, 1991], p. 319).

37. To these might be added the depleted uranium shells and white
phosphorous that have been used by the U.S. forces in the Iraq war.

38. John Keegan, The Face of Battle (Harmondsworth, U.K.: Penguin, 1978),
pp. 329–30; my italics in the last sentence.

39. Margaret Canovan, “On Being Economical with the Truth: Some Liberal Reflections,” Political Studies 38 (1990): 16.

40. Michael Walzer, Arguing About War (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2004), p. 45.

3. horror at suicide terrorism

1. The number of books devoted to this subject is already very considerable, and they deal with a familiar range of explanations—
essentially those I have discussed in my second chapter. Here are just
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a few that I have read in addition to those mentioned in previous
chapters: Terry McDermott, Perfect Soldiers: The Hijackers—Who They
Were, Why They Did It (New York: HarperCollins, 2005); Anne Marie
Oliver and Paul F. Steinberg, The Road to Martyrs Square: A Journey into
the World of the Suicide Bomber (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005);
Ami Pedahzur, Suicide Terrorism (Cambridge: Polity, 2005); Mia Bloom,
Dying to Kill: The Allure of Suicide Terror (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005); Farhad Khosrokhavar, Suicide Bombers: Allah’s New
Martyrs (London: Pluto, 2002); Raphel Israeli, Islamekaze: Manifestations of Islamic Martyrology (London: Cass, 2003); Lauri S. Friedman,
What Motivates Suicide Bombers? (Detroit: Greenhaven, 2005); Christoph Reuter, My Life Is a Weapon: A Modern History of Suicide Bombing
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004); Joyce Davis, Martyrs: Innocence, Vengeance, and Despair in the Middle East (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2003); and Rosemarie Skaine, Female Suicide Bombers (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 2006). In this literature, suicide bombers are
a recognizable type. Even the distinguished author John Updike has
moved into this territory with his latest novel Terrorist (New York:
Knopf, 2005)—a tale set in urban America, complete with fanatical
Arab sheikhs and more human American converts to Islam.

2. Jacqueline Rose, “Deadly Embrace,” London Review of Books 26, no. 21
(November 4, 2004).

3. The majority of Muslims have tended to regard even the deliberate seeking of martyrdom (talab al-shahāda) as prohibited. See, for
example, Abu Hamid Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Ghazali, Ihya
‘ulūmaddin, 5 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiya, 2001), 2:285–86,
the most famous work of perhaps the most influential medieval
Muslim theologian in history. Today, this position is also that of the
Wahhabis of Saudi Arabia. Both their eighteenth-century founder,
Muhammad bin Abdul-Wahhab (see Muhammad bin Abdul Wahhab,
Mu’allafāt al-shaykh al-imām Muhammad bin ‘abdalwahhab, vol. 2, alFiqh [Riyadh: Islamic University, n.d.], pp. 3 ff.), and the leading Saudi
theologians today have condemned suicide of any kind as sinful. In
an interview several months before the attack on the World Trade
Center but after the first suicide bombings in Israel, the Saudi grand
mufti, Shaykh Abd al-Aziz bin Abdallah Al al-Shaykh, declared all
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terrorism (tarwı̄’) legally forbidden (see “Muftı̄ ‘āmm al-sa‘ūdiyya li-lsharq al-awsat: Khatf al-tā’irāt wa tarwı̄‘ al-āminı̄n muharram shar‘an,”
in the daily al-Sharq al-awsat, April 21, 2001). According to the shaykh,
while jihād was enjoined in Islam, suicide (intihār) could under no
circumstances be regarded as permitted. Other muftis, such as the
Egyptian Yusuf al-Qaradawi, have taken a contrary view in the case
of Palestinian suicide bombings.

4. Not all judicial self-executions were private: the ceremonial suicide
known as hara-kiri (seppuku) in nineteenth-century Japan was conducted in the presence of a large assembly. See the first European description of one such suicide in Tales of Old Japan, by Lord Redesdale
(A. B. Freeman-Mitford), published in London by Macmillan in 1910.

5. According to al-Sha‘rāwi, one of the most influential preachers in
the Arabic-speaking world, suicide is to be classed together with
madness and is (tautologically) a sign of loss of faith in God. That
is why, he says, it is more common in the unbelieving West. (See
Muhammad Mutawally al-Sha‘rāwi, Al-fatāwa al-kubra [Beirut: alMaktaba al-‘asriyya, 2005], pp. 97, 103–4.) Thus whereas in antiquity
suicide could be an honorable completion to life, here it is a sign of
supreme irrationality. This view is, of course, found in all the Abrahamic religions, but the idea of suicide as an act of supreme unreason is also very strong in secular law and morality.

6. Stanley Cavell, The Claim of Reason (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1999), pp. 418–19.

7. News story by Craig Nelson in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, September 14, 2003, p. 5A.

8. Nadelson cites the passage from the Iliad in which Patroclus kills a
Trojan with his spear, like catching a fish:
There is joy and celebration of the killer’s own life, skillfully taking a life. He
is the hunter or, in the simile, the fisherman, the superior of the slain, the
quick not the dead. He is the manifest lord raised high by the dead body he
has created. The victim is face down, neutered, dirtied, and diminished. The
killer has manifested the most naked self-assertion. He is lasciviousness
personified. He is adulated as a hero, his potency glorified; he shines. The el-
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egance of killing action in war is celebrated throughout the Greek tragedies;
it is echoed in the Hebrew Bible . . . and in literature on war through history.
(Theodore Nadelson, Trained to Kill: Soldiers at War
[Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005], p. 64)

9. Ibid., pp. 68–69.
10. Ibid.
11. Like Lester Farley in Philip Roth’s The Human Stain (New York: Vintage, 2000), a highly disturbed veteran who cannot understand why
in Vietnam he was trained and encouraged to kill the enemy (“And
all he did was what they trained him to do: you see the enemy, you
kill the enemy” [p. 69]) but when he tried to do just that in his home
he was put into leather restraints and sedated.

12. Dave Grossman, On Killing: The Psychological Cost of Learning to Kill in
War and Society (New York: Little, Brown, 1995), p. 75.

13. Blindness is often depicted in rabbinical literature as punishment for
sin according to the divine principle of measure for measure: “Samson went after [the desire of] his eyes—therefore the Philistines put
out his eyes, as it is written, And the Philistines laid hold on him and put
out his eyes (Judg. 16: 21)”—cited in Martha Himmelfarb, Tours of Hell,
An Apocalyptic Form in Jewish and Christian Literature (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983), p. 77.

14. Shortly after the attack on the World Trade Center, Karlheinz Stockhausen described it in awe as “a work of art.” See the unsigned article “Attacks Called Great Art,” New York Times, September 19, 2001.
The anger this occasioned led him to protest that he had been misunderstood.

15. F. T. Prince, introduction to Milton’s Samson Agonistes (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1957), p. 17. Prince’s own poems (of which the most
famous is “Soldiers Bathing”) are exquisite celebrations of suffering
as an aesthetic—even erotic—experience.

16. Samson’s farewell message to his scattered and oppressed people
consists of threefold advice: collect iron (weapons), choose a king
(an absolute leader), and learn to laugh (be fearless). See Z. Jabotinsky, Samson (New York: Judaea, 1986), translated from the German
translation of the Russian, first published 1927. (The novel was also
used as a source for the script of the 1949 Hollywood blockbuster
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Samson and Delilah.) For Zionists, the Bible is, of course, much more
than a religious text; it is also a national charter. All the founders of
Israel sought to create “a new Jew” in place of the old European stereotypes, but the revisionist Jabotinsky was particularly concerned
to reconstruct the Jew as warrior, as strong, fearless, and uncompromising toward his enemies. That, for Jabotinsky and his ideological
descendents, is “the real Jew,” the original Jew of biblical times.

17. David Grossman, Lion’s Honey: The Myth of Samson (London: Cannongate, 2006). In her excellent review of this book, Jenny Diski rightly
questions the assimilation of the state with the psyche of the individual; see “Heaps Upon Heaps,” in London Review of Books 28, no. 14
(July 2006).

18. Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution
and Taboo (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966).
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